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Traffic Collisions
Investigate0, By
Police On Friday

•••••

Two traffic collisions were
investigated by the Murray
Police Department on Friday.
No injuries were listed in-the
reports filed by the officers.
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AERIAL VIEW OF 8CHOOLS-11ds aerial view of the Murray High-Murray
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parking lot. The larger building is the high school and the vocational school is at

Road is In the lower right -portion of the photo, lust below the
collisionat 10:20 a.m.on Fourth
Street were a 1971 Chevrolet
driven by Thomas A. Bolden of
Route Four, Buchanan, Tenn.,
and a 1972 Ford truck ranchero
owned by Brandon B. Dill and
Cliffore Smith of Murray
driven by Wilbur Dyer of 713
Mrs. Edward I Jewel) Lee of...
Route Two, near Stella, is a
Elm Street, Murray.
Dexter Route One, Palestine
_patient at Vanderbilt Hospital,
.. Police said Dyer,parked UP tO -* Community, will undergo heart
Nashville, Tenn., where he is
the curb on Fourth Street on the swum
iTllgsediaT ti
----COM& in frolit-o
nhe-Wirifa Baptist Memorial Hospital, -The YurriiffIons Club
—
— wi
Smith entered the Nashville
conduct its annual mop and
Murray, backed out from the Memphis, Tenn.
curb and collided with the
Her address is Mrs. Jewel broom sale in the city on hospital on Friday, April 7. His
wife, Moela, and his sister-inBolden car going north on Lee,
Baptist
Memorial Tuesday night, April 25, acFourth Street. Damage to the Hospital, Room 1660 Union cording to Finis Griffith and law, Mrs. Maude Jones, are
L.M. Holloway, project co- with him in Nashville. His
Chevrolet was on the right rear East, Memphis, Tenn. 38103.
address is Clifford Smith,
chairman.
quarter panle, but no damage
Vanderbilt, Hospital, Room S
reported to the Ford
was
One of three major fund
7448, Nashville, Tenn,
truck.
raising projects by the club, the
A car and truck collision
Lions will call from door to door
occurred at 12:05 p.m. on the
throughout the city on the night
parking lot of the
Murray
of the sale.
Division of the Tappan ComSpeech
and
Hearing
Warehouse, household, wisk,
pany between a 1968 Oldsmobile Screening for
pre-school
two door hardtop driven by children will be conducted by and push brooms along with
James Phillips Wilson of 204 the Speech and Hearing wet and dry mops will be ofSouth 13th Street, Murray, and Department of Murray State fered for sale, the chairmen
a 1962 Ford 34 ton truck driven University on Tuesday, April said.
Dr. Joe Prince, Dean of the
by Jerry F. Thompson of Route 18, and Thursday, April 20.
Funds derived from the sale School of Fine Arts, has been
Three, Puryear, Teap.
Clinics for the children of the will be used to finance the club's named - campus chairman for
Police said Wilson was Almo community will be held activity budget for civic and the Calloway County Red Cross
backing out of a parking space from 8:30 to eleven a.m. on community projects.
Fund Drive. The appointment
and Thompson was backing Tuesday, April 18.
was made by Sid Easley, Fund
President Joe Pat Ward
down the hill on the parking lot
On Thursday, April 20, clinics
Campaign Director for 1972.
expressed
appreciatio
n to both
when the collision occurred. will be held at Lynn Grove from
Prince, who, has been at
Damage to the car was on the 8:30 to eleven a.m. and at Hazel businesses and residents for Murray State University
for the
their
support
of
the
Murray
left side and to the truck on the from one to 2:30 p.m.
past three years, was formerly
Lions
Club.
right side.
an assistant dean gl the
University of Illinois at Urbana.
He is a Rotarian, Chairman of
the Christian Social Concerns,
member of the Administrative
Board of the First Methodist
Church, and active in many
Jackson Purchase
social and civic concerns of the
Mostly cloudy and mild today
community. He is married to
througlittomorrow with periods
the former Jane Henry of
of showers and thunderstorms.
Madisonville. They have one
The highs today and tomorrow
son, Tyler, age 5 and live at 902
77 to 82. Lows tonight in the
South 17th Street.
low 60s.
The goal "for the Calloway
The outlook for Monday is for
County Red Cross Chapter
decreasing cloudiness and cool$9453, which will maintain total
er.
services for the community,
,The probabilities of precipiand is the only source of intation are 60 per cent today, 60
come.
per cent tonight and 60 per cent
"The campus community has
tomorrow.
always
supported
this
Kentucky State Forecast
organization," stated Dr.
Mostly cloudy and warm
Prince, "as an area of mutual
through Sunday wIth scattered
benefit." Red Cross instructors
showers and thunderstorms.
and materials are used in three
Possible few severe west pordepartments of the-University:
tion this afternoon and evening.
Physical education, Home
Highs today upper 70s to low
Economics, Nursing. - The
80s. Low tonight mid 5(ts to mid
Faculty and staff have been
60s. Highs Sunday upper 70s
generous in their support in the
past and I trust they will make
Kentucky Extended outlook
generous
donations *hen they
Monday through Wednesday
are Contacted by a faculty
Chance of showers over the
...representative . in the. near
enlire•state Monday 'and over
A
itte-wesr partite' Weetargesly.
• Easley said that he was MINo important • temperature
....
tremely pleased to have some
chances. Highs in the 70s. Lows
CAMPUS CHAIRMAN NAMED—SW Easley, left, Calloway
one with the ability and geniune
in the 50s Monday and in the County Red Cross Fund Campaign
Chairman, talks with Joe N. concern of Dr. Prince to
upper 40s and low 50s Tuesday Prince, who has been named chairman
for the drive at Murray
manage the Red (7ross Camand Wednesday.
,State University.
paign at the University.

Speech And Hearing
Clinics Scheduled

'
64,...S•55

The Weather

-CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. t AP) arrival of the spacemen Sunday
—While the Apollo 16 astro- morning 2,2 hours before
nauts take the day off, activity launch. Experts also will prequickens at the launch pad to- pare for the pumping aboard of
day to prepare for Sunday's more than 800,000 gallons of
launching of man's fifth jour- fuel early Sunday.
ney to the surface of the moon.
The astronauts wound up
John W. Young, Charles M. their training in spaceship simDuke .Jr. and Thomas K. _Mat-_ulators _Friday„, rehearaing_the _
liner/F:711W to -sPeiWiiicIt of crueler Maned-vett in Which
the day retesting and reviewing Young and Duke detach the lutheir flight plan in their crew nar ship, descend to the surface
quarters.
and later lift off to execute the
Mission director Chester M. intricate rendezvous and dockLee reviewed all aspects of ing maneuvers with the compreparations and said "all ele- mand ship.
ments report a go" for launch
Young, the Apollo 16 comat 12:54 p.m. EST.Sunday
mander who will be making his At the launch pad, crews fourth space flight, and
Duke
swarmed over the work plat- are to make the first landing
in
forms which cradle the 36-sto- the moon's mountaino
us highry-tall Saturn 5 rocket which is lands.
to start the astronauts on their
Their target is a peak-rimscientific expedition to the med plateau in the highest
remountains of the moon.
gion on the front side of the
They will make final checks moon where they
hope to find
of the two spaceships—the corn- definite evidence
that volcanoes _
mend and lunar modutell:"Iria
.
ir."--in_ionming--timv_.—
- button them up, awaiting the moon about four billion
years
ago. •
The landing area is believed
to have been the site of at least
two volcanic events which
The
second and final formed the Descartes mounChildren's Concert for the tains and the undulating Cayley
.
current school" -year will be plain
given Wednesday, April 19, at are to land
the Murray State University
Retarded Children's
Auditorium at 9:30 a.m. The
University Symphonic Band, Association
To Meet
under the direction of Professor
will present the
The
Calloway County
program.
Association of
Retarded
The Children's Concerts, Children will hold its regular
sponsored by the Music monthly meeting on Tuesday,
DeparIntent- - the Murray' April 18, at'h3OpIrrat-the newWoman's Club, are made center
possible each year by the
All members and friends are
cooperation of the Music urged to attend. Dues will be
Department of Murray State collected and new officers will
University. These concerts be nominated.
make it possible
for the
elementary school and kindergarten children of Murray
and Calloway County to hear
talented college musicians
performing in the A'Capella
Officers of:the Oaks Country
Choir, directed by Professor
Club reported that thirteen
Robert Roar, and the Symphonic Band, under the persons have joined the club
direction of Professor Paul recently.
They are John and Judy Line,
Shahan.
The following schools and Mancil and Anne Vinson, Elbert
1$1ndergarten will attend the and Mary Thomason, Ronnie
and Sheri Ross, Delbert and
9:30 a.m. concert, April 19:
li,ynn Grove, all grades; Almo Alice Clayton, Clayton and
- Grades 5 and 6; New Concord Susan Hargrove and Charles
and Kirksey Grades 1, 2, 3, Hargrove.
and 4: University School;
Murray Middle School"- Grades
OPEN ?OUSE
5 and 6; Carter and Robertson
Open house will be: held
Schools - GradeS1, 2:3, and 4
Sunday: April 15, from two to
Kindergartens - Lutheran. four p.m. at Regents Hall,.
Memorial Baptist, Mother dormitroy for girls at Murray
Goose, Sigma and University; State University. Refreshments
Head Start; and the Special will be served in the lobby and
Education Class of Calloway the public is invited to attend.
County.
Dress will be Sunday best.

Children's Concert
Will Be Wednesday

,Mrs. Edward Lee To
Undergo Surgery

4.:!
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Ifronituts
Prepare For
Sunday Trip

Charles W. Thompson of 1304
,Olive Boulevard, Murray,
student at Murray State
tUTwetk from Camden, N.J.,
was ttVated at the emergency
room of the Murray-Calloway
CfyHospitaF
Firday at
4:40 P.m. after being injured in
a car and bicyle accident.
Thompson, age 21,
was
treated fbr injuries of the left
leg and released, according to
hospital officials.
The Murray Police Department investigated the accident
between a 1972 Pontiac two door
hardtop driven by Cathy Anne
Mitchell of 1201 Crestwood
Place, Murray, and a bicycle
driven
Voilce said Miss Mitchell was
going west on Main Street in.
front of Sanders-Purdom Motor
Sales and collided with the
bicycle that was going east on
Main Street or out from the
sales lot. Miss Mitchell told
police she did not see the
bicycle eome out into the street
as it was in
between cars
parked on the Sanders-Purdom
lot.
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Man Injured
Here Friday

/of.•

• •

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, April 15, 1972

Lions Mop,
Broom Sale
Is Tuesday

Clifford Smith Is
Hospital Patient

Prince Named
Murray State
Fund Chairman

(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Murray Planning
Commission Changes
Meet To Wednesday
The

of the Murra
mg
ion
changed from Tuesday, April
18, to Wednesday, April -19, at
7:30 p.m. at the City Hall.
Robert Moyer, chairman of
he commission, said the
meeting was changed due to the
annual dinner of the Murray
Chamber
of
Commerce
scheduled on Tuesday.

Theft Occurs
At White Home
The Murray. Police Department was notified of a breakin
-at-the Potter White
home at 102 South 12th Street,
Murray, on Wednesday, April
12, at 11:25 a.m.
Stolen from the home were
all the pictures, set of andirons,
round brass picture, and other
miscellaneous items, according
to the police report. The house
was ransacked when the
breakin was discovered. The
time of the breakin was
unknown, but it occurred in the
last twelve days, according to
the report filed with the city
police.

Murray Members Of
B&PW Club Attend
Mayfield Meeting
Youth's Day Will
Sixteen members of the
Murray
Business
and Be Held Monday At
Professional Women's Club
attended the 50th anniversary Calloway Library
celebration of the Mayfield
B&PW Club and seventh anniversary celebration of the
Emblem B&PW Club held
jointly Thursday evening at the
Holiday Inn at Mayfield.
Two charter members of the
Mayfield Club organized in 1922
are Miss Ruby Wheatley of
Mayfield, past state president,
and Mrs. Myrtle Wall of Murray
who was unable to attend the
celebration. Mrs. Wall was also
a charter member of the
Murray Club.

Monday is Youth's Day, at the
Calloway
County Public
Library. This will be the first
day of National Library Week
celebration and all young
people from junio, high through
college age are invited to stop
by.
From 3:00-5:00 music will be
furnished' by a newly formed
rock group.
Cokes will be served and
throughout the day candid
photos will be taken.
This is your day to be
Miss Ruth Koch, past national recognized as a library user, so
treasurer and past state come on by for a fun time in
president, was the speaker at honor of you, said Mrs.
the joint anniversary dinner. Margaret Trevathan, librarian.
Attending from Murray were
COACHES NEEDED
Freda Butterworth, Laurine
Coaches are needed for the
Doran, Martha Golden, Laura Murray Park's ,girls softball
Jennings, Agnes McDaniel, league according to Barry
Annie Nance, Kat e Outland, Polston, director. Girls playing
Ruby Pool, Betty Riley, Qpal in the league are between the
Roberts, Doris Rowland, Jessie ages of 7 and 15. Anyone inShoemaker,
Odelle Vance, terested in being a coach should
Frances
Whitnell,
Faye contact the park office at 753Stephens, and Madelle Talent. 7640 before April 24.

Oaks Country Club
Has New Members

State Tax Deadline Is Tonight
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)—Midrught tonight, April 15, for a
change, is not the deadline for filing your federal income
tax
returns.
This is a Saturday, so the Internal Revenue Service moved the
deadline to midnight Monday, April 17.
Before taking too much comfort from this, note that April 15,
today, is stkli the (Allah), fee mailing your state.income
tan
ratima.•
For those still working r.
41 their federal returns, the
IRS has
expanded its hours at the Post Office Building in Louisville for
helping taxpayers who need assistance.
Persona may either phone or walk in for help.
The office will be open until 9 p.m. tonight, and will be open
again Monday from 8 a.m. till 9 p.m.

READY TO GO—The Apollo Ii Saturn V spaceship stands on its
launch pad at Cape Kennedy, Eta., ready for its scheduled launch
Sunday. The craft will carry astronauts John W. Young. Charles
M Duke, Jr., and Thames K. Mattingly lion a I.unar mission.
Wirephotol
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History Of 'Just like Broad Street
Kentucky On A Busy Summer Day'
Derby Race
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.:-Want to
learn some history?
Take a look through the long
life of the Kentucky Derby and
you'll
find
yourself
redisccivrifsbfnt-YnporIant
events you may have forgotten
since your high-school history
class.
For instance, Ulysses S.
Grant, 18th president of the
United. States, was occupying
the White House when Aristides
won the first Keetneky Derby
on May 17, 1875.
John C. Breckinreidge, one of
Kentuckyr§ ablest statesmen,
died in Lexington as the race
was being run. Other events of
the year included the discovery
of gold in South Dakota, the
naming of the Slvation Army
and the first-ever use of the
catcher's mask in a baseball
game.
When Chant won the 1894
Kentucky Derby,
unemployment was widespread in the
land and a ragtag army of 20,000

SATURDAY-APRIL 15, 1972

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGE& & TIMES FILE
Leland Miller, age 57, former owner of Murray
Machine and Tool Company here, died at Phoenix
Arizona.
Pvt. Thomas D. McNeely, son of Mr. and

Mrs.

A.C. McNeely of Lynn Grove, has been assigned to
Camp Dhaffee, Ark., for his basic combat training.
First

SATURDAY-APRIL IS, 1972
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Lt. William

Henry, son-in-law

of

Mrs.

Kathryn Kyle of Murray, has been honored for his
work at the 1-B Misile Company at Denver, Colorado.
He is Titan 1-B Complex Commander for the Site
Activation Task Force.
Calloway and College High's chapters of

FFA

was a major battle 37 miles
north of Saigon. The smoke the
Philadelphia woman had noticed from the plane was not a
brushfire as you had informed
her. It was a U.S. bombing attack on a North Vietnamese
ambush along Route IL- -A wounded colleasae talla
how he watched North-Viet— -namese troops up north casually carrying cooking pots and
relaxing just across the river
from Dong Ha, this in a war
where the enemy used to be
visible usually only when he
was dead, so concerned was he
with the need for cover.
A Vietnamese cameraman
who has seen it all from the
last days of the French said:
"This is a different war; they
are gripping us by our
throats."
Another Vietnamese had been
north to Hue to bring his mother to Saigon. "They are all
spooked up there," he said.
"They fear serious attacks. Everyone is leaving Hue now."
And Saigon? "The people act
unconcerned," he said, "but beneath the surface there is real

By PETER ARNETT
AP Special Correspondent
SAIGON API - "But this
seems just like Broad Street on
a busy summer day," said-the
Philadelphia doctor's wife arriving in Saigon to join her husband.
On the flight across the Pacific she had talked with rising
excitement about entering the
war zone. It unfurled before
her on the way from the airport-the battlefield, a street
crammed with automobiles and
motorcycles; the weapons, honking horns and revving motors.
Over it all, not the smell of
gunpowder but the fetid odor of
the Saigon canals hanging in
•
the humid air.
Further into the city, the hot
pavement became cooler treelined boulevards where pretty
girls in silken white dresses
waited at traffic intersections.
The glass-walled coffee shops
of Tu Do Street revealed the
blandly contented faces of relaxed men at ease.
The only indication of war
was a television cameramen,
his unshaven face blackened by

..warthoys,.-led.....the.swav,his.igera4inifQ0141x,,icaOler-SZ
District FFA Field Day held April
High

Mat Calloway

School.

'TAT'S A PRETTY HEAVY THUMB

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Deaths reported are Mancil M. Bailey, age 78, of

SENSING
THE NEWS

Top Rated Shows
Dominate Emttiys

HOLLYWOOD (AP)
•
- Two
top-rated television series,
and Pamela McCuiston, infant daughter of Mr. and
CBS's "All in the Family" and
NBC's "Colurnbo,- and an ABC
Mrs. Trellis McCuiston.
IIIKUTIVE
PEESIDENT
movie made for television,
'
("Went through Dr. Converse's animal hospital
"Brian's Song," dominate the
Southern Statis Industrial Council
yesterday and was surprised that it was so nice. The
Emmy nominations.
entire interior is fixed up betger than a lot of
-All in the Family," one of
_
A FOREST HERITAGE
_ froin-the-coluina, "Seen.* Heard Around,last year's big winners for its FOUR HOLES SWAMP, S.C.-Thousands of years ago ocerth satiric view- of bigotry, got 11
Murray:"
formed the high bluffs that now loom above Four Holes nominations in Thursday's ancurrents
Mrs. Goldia Curd of Murray will presided at the
Swamp 35 miles inland from the Atlantic coast. Hundreds of years nouncement, with all four stars
Junior graduation exercises that will be a part of
before the first European settlers landed on this coast giant up for an award and a clean
the Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle spring concypress trees grew in the swampy trough between these bluffs. sweep of the comedy writing
The cypresses ,are there today, survivors from the world of category.
vention at Bowling Green on April 8.
primeval nature. And their survival is a tribute to a handful of
Births reported include a girl to
"Colurnbo," starring Peter
Mr. and Mrs.
South
Carolinians who recognized the giant trees, relatives of the Iallç,as te plodding deLee) vt.
Dale I
girl tRev and hits. Paul T
Calirornia sequoia, as national treasures requiring protection. got 0 nominations, including
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Moody,and a girl to Mr.
Nothing in the approach to this swampland sanetuary suggests best actor, best drama series,
and Mrs. Marvin Swann.
the splendors to be found therein, we traveled for miles along dirt best new series, best- series diroads lined with thousands of discarded beer cans and finally rection, and a sweep of the
arrived at an old fishing camp site at the base of the bluff. writing category.
Boarding kayak-like two-man craft, we paddled across the black
"Brian's Song," a pOignant
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
waters of Mallard Lake and into the maze of watery trails in the story of the close friendship of
1,783-acre tract of virgin cypress forest. The giant cypresses, two pre football players, the
'The head of every household will register at the
n canopy arbovegoe
Jite __Brian. Piccolo and ..Gayle
est school house on May4,5,6, or 7, to obtain a there
acatt Sayers, got 11 nominations. Its
:
il yth
urtrhe
eerZlnlictZ
m'
I Tattaisgree
)
r•Ir:Vi
there
han R
tn.buy sugar.
---i-virgin cypresses. This tract also was seheduled to be cut, but
-Mei stars, Jt•-•'s Caen aM'BilThe city of Murray will buy the light and power
forest products company that had bid for the trees appreciated ly Dee Williams, were nomithe importance of preservation of a remnant of the primal nated for best actor and Jack
Yactiei of the Kentucky-Tennessee Light and
cypress forest and agreed to cooperate in saving it for posterity. Warden for best supporting acPower Company in and near Murray.
The Nature Conservancy and the National Audubon Society tor. The movie also won a preAn estimated 1,765 men in Calloway County are
joined together to support purchase of the swamp. The financial viously announced Peabody
...expected to register in the 4th draft on April 27. This
task of saving Four Holes is incomplete, however, and half the Award.
Includes all men born between April 28, 1877, and
necessary sum-4750,000-must still be raised by public sub"The Snow Goose," on NBC's
scription. - •
*ebruary 16, 1897.
• "Hall of Fame," received nine
There is a limit to the amount of wilderness that can be nominations and eight apiece
Deaths reported are Mrs. Florence Bailey, L.V.
preserved in a nation with a large population and pressing went to "The Flip Wilson
..tilangrum, Wayne Wilson, Robert Jackson, Walter
economic needs, but Four Holes Swamp certainly deserves the Show," "The Mary Tyler
A. Sills, and Mrs. Gertrude Spiceland.
highest priority for protection. In time, many visitors will Moore Show," and "The Sonny
Births reported included a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
penetrate the swamp in guided boat tours or on wooded walkways and Cher Comedy Hour."
such as have been built in the Everglades. Before then, biologists
Lester Workman, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Norman
In all, 224 nominations were
will probe the secrets of the swamp and the mysteries of cypress made after 14 ballots to sift
Culpepper, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hoke.
regeneration.
through the 10,000 individual
Aw officers of the Murray Training School FFA
Today, visitors to Four Holes are limited to scientists, writers entries sent to the National
chapter are Buron Richerson, Harold Glenn Doran,
and citizens who are interested in contributing to its preservation. Academy of Television Arts
Marvin Harris, Charles Lassiter, Galen Thurman,
They enter a world of lost tranquility, the quiet recesses of the and Sciences.
swamp where nature is in its ancient balance and where they can
:and Otis C,ohoon.
The Emrny awards will be
observe the richness and variety of life.
handed out Sunday, May 14, on
extraordinary
our
and
boat,
heard
birwe
the
watched
From
r.'
a show to be televised by CBS
t.
dlife and saw turtles and snakes perched on logs and tree stumps.
from the Hollywood Palladium.
At one point, a four-foot cottonmouth moccasin, as big around as
NBC won 83 nominations,
by Carl Riblet Jr.
an automobile tire, cut across the lagoon in front of us and dashed CBS
10, ABC 46, Public BroadPaul Fannin, one of the two Arizona members of
furiously up the bank. In summer the swamp is alive with repcasting 19, and syndicated
;the species Potomacus Exoticus, which is to say
huge
this
possible
alligators.
tiles,
to
including
enter
But
into
it
is
a
shows 16.
natural world without real danger and grasp the inter-relatedness
member of the U. S. Senate, insists rather heatedly
of the creatures native to the swamp.
that he did not deliver a ghost written speech supA swamp often is mistakenly thought of as a useless thing. In
plied by Republican National Headquarters. No
actuality, a swamp serves an important role in the environment.
siree! The speech in question orated by Mr. Fannin
As has been pointed out by Dr. Archie Carr, the nation's leading
Was written under his own direction right in his own
writer on nature,swamps store water, filter and purify water and
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP) 'outer office---a case of a different ghost haunting a
impede the dangerous rush of water.
does a man say 'to a
What
..different house for the same reason.
imagine.
The
A swamp isn't a dirty place, as city-dwellers often
naked lady he meets coming
black water of Four Holes Swamp is clear and clean. Farley
•
"By Heaven! I'll make a ghost
Smith, the Nature Conservancy representative in charge of the out of a Sauna bath'
of him that lets me."
"How are you doing," was all
swamp, told me that he has been drinking the swamp-water for
-William Shakespeare
several years with no ill effects. Beneath its dark surface, the former Vanderbilt football playwater has surprising clarity. Farley has dived in the swamp er Les I.yle could come up with
Thursday as he was confronted
waters in winter and discovered excellent visibility.
with two nude females in the
presenting
a
seasons,
with
the
changes
Swamp
Four
Holes
Dear Editor:
Dear Editor
previously
all-male sauna bath
spring,
early
the
green.
In
of
tones
changing
variety of faces and
As President of the Kentucky
ferthery cover. at Vandy's McGugin Center.
green-a
delicate,
pale
is
a
overhead
canopy
the
Dealers
-Automobile
Your
newspaper
has
No one really thought to
In summer, the green is dark, intense, and closes in like a cloud
Association, I wish to. express regularly donated space for the
sure, but the young wommake
trees.
between
the
channels
cypress
around the maze of narrow
my gratitude to you and your National Automobile Dealers
en were thought to be Vancypress
vast
stretches
were
of
there
ago
generations
Ten
fine newspaper for donating Association's campaign of
derbilt coeds who took seriously
swamp in the Southeast. Even one generation ago there was a
space
to
the
NADA- monthly Public Service adthe Santee area of South Carolina, a recent athletic department
in
cypress
virgin
tract
of
20,000
7NEWSPAPER- Public Service vertisements.
decision opening McGugin's fabut the federal government buried this under one of the
Program.
This is a very worthwhile
cilities to all students.
beloved of the New Deal. Now, in Four
projects
hydroelectric
1.. Every time you publish one of service to the local new car
Bill Kelly, the Vanderbilt
has only a relic of the great cypress
States
United
the
Holes,
the ads in this campaign, you dealers in the Murray area, as
equipment manager, said he
to moderns how America looked when
reveals
swamp
The
forests.
•demonstrate support for all well as the entire automobile
European colonists arrived in the 17th century. In years to come, didn't think there were any
franchised new car dealers in industry.
men in the sauna when the
Americans in all parts ot the 4ountry will be thankful that Four
your area. The result is imwomen strolled in, undressed,
part of the American heritage-was saved.
a
Swamp-Holes
t.proved public acceptance for
wish to take
this oPand basked in the 180-degree
t their products and services. portunity to express personally
heat.
'your efforts are recognized and to you my thanks and ap"Bet it didn:t take long for a
^,-deeply appreciated.
preciation, as a Kentucky
crow& to gather," Kelly said
In behalf of the • entire dealers, and also as State
Hast thou considered my servant Job, that there is ."A lot of petiple wbo carne to
; automobile industry in Nen- KADA. Ditrector VI- Kentucky. none like him in,
the„eartli, a perfect .and upright. play handba.11 tool a,sauna be; tucky - thanks yeti iplicki NC'
4"re going-to ins cooFtnrillio4
inan?—Jety
-4-•
'
''SitiCerely
,- yOur cooperation.
usually the procedure after a
God is very proud of..the man or weinan who will
Sam Boden
Sincerely
handball - match rarely beKentucky NADA Director stand for something, especially for a right cause.
Allan R. Rhodes,
fore."
Paris, Tenn., father of Mrs. L.L. Dunn of Murray,

By Anthony Harrigan

30YearsAgoThisWeek

Isn't It The Truth!

Women's Lib At
The Sauna Bath

ZeiyAiii*Te.itot

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Only beneath the surface.
by "General" Jacob Coxey, -ty, as he wearily tugged a
convgged on Washington to ask ,Jaesvy camera itirough traffic _Otherwise, Saigon goes gaily
on, its head buried beneath the
for relief.
to the Continental Hotel.
A diplomat's wife talked ex- hope that the worst won't hapFour years later, Plaudit won
the Derby's 24th running, and citedly, not of war but of the pen here.
some of the most important Davis Cup Eastern Zone tennis
events -in Athericati history matches played in Saigon earKILLER TORNADOES
were occurring.
lier in the week between Japan
A series of killer tornadoes
The United States declared and Vietnam.
swept across Alabama, on Mar
war on Spain and brought the
One day in Saigon and your 21, 1932, killing 216 persons.
old-world power to her knees in ears and eyes tell you the news
only four months, resulting in media have gone mad, that
GRAND COULEE DAM
the U.S.'s acquiring Cuba, there is no North Vietnamese
On Mar. 22, 1941, the Grand
Puerto Rico, the Philippines offensive, no tank battles, no Coulee Dam in Washington
and Guam. Hawaii was annexed lost district towns and aban- started operation. two years
also in 1898.
doned fire bases.- The whole ahead of schedule.
Another important event was thing must be an echo of a
NOSURRENDER
the, incorporation of the five---bloody
On Mar. 22, 1942, Gen. Jona
boroughs of the Bronx, Queens,
But ask a few questions and
than Wainwright rejected the
Brooklyn, Manhattan and Rich- the truth comes out.
mond into New York City.
On the critical day in the Japanese ultimatum to surrender on the Bataan peninsula
Thirty-one years later, Clyde Davis Cup competition, there
Van Dusen won the 1929 ; Kentucky Derby, just a few months
uI
before the United States entered
Intr
11.1
one of its darkest periods
The year opened on a note of
DAY Weis TUE
great enthusiasm and it seemed
the country was on the brink of
a long period of 'prosperity. It
ZIP-41-DEE-000-DAHI
was on the brink of something
Wall Disney's
entirely different.
The once-soaring stock
ot
the
market began to sag in early
TEl IIIf MAR
_October, climaxed by "Black F.
Friday," when an estimated $15
9:00 Nitelf Minn In 'stock values were lost.
—
Matinees
at
1:15
& Sun.
The Great
Depression had
Pius-3:00 Sat. & Sun
arrived.
Omaha won the 1935 Derby
Adm. Adults 1.50, Child 75'
and went on to sweep the Triple
^1,
Crown as the depression continued to grip the country.
Ends Too
The federal government
May 2nd
launched several programs to
1 iii-A I1-4
ease the situation as more than
4,700,000 families went on relief.
Nominated for
Ten years later, a bay colt
ACADEMY AWARDS
named
Hoop. Jr. raced to
victory in the 1945 Kentucky
including
Derby, made even more exBest Picture
citing by the end of World War

rarirarajrur--,.1 prn,

ong

7-15-and

NOW

On May 7, Nazi Germany
surrendered to the Allied forces, and in August Japan also
surrendered, ending the most
brutal conflict the world has
ever known.
There was a sad note also.
On April 12, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who had
guided the country through
depression and war, died in
Warm Springs, Ga.
Lucky Debonair won in 1965,
which seems like only yesterday until one remembers the
Vietnam War wasonly
beginning to build, the Beatles
were still together and at the
top of their career and Jack
Paar was king of late-night
television.
What event will be most
remembered in connection with
this year's Kentucky Derby?
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Miss Karen Renee Braboy the bride. Yellow satin bows
and Hugh Randy Barnes ex- tied in love knots and cascade
changed wedding vows on wedding bells hung at both ends
- Saturday, March 25, at one- of the table. The centerpiece
irithe afternoon at was of spring flowers In a brass
the, Locust Grove Baptist urn.
The three tiered wedding
Church.
Rev. Lawrence Braboy, cake was topped by a silver
CTOSS With the names of the
paternal uncle of the bride,
officiated at the double ring bridal couple engraved on
ceremony. A prayer was said either side. The cross was
before the ceremony by Rev. enhanced with intersecting
Jack Jones, pastor of the wedding rings at the center. In
the center of the cake was a
church.
The bride is the daughter of bride and groom statuette
Mr. and Mrs. R.H. (Goody) beneath a double wedding arch.
Braboy of Murray Route Four'. Other decorations in the colors
Mr.Barnes is the son of Mr. and of yellow and white were used.
Miss Janie Hughes of Murray,
Mrs. Hubert C. Barnes of
former classmate of the bride,
Murray Route Four.
The altar was beautifully served the cake. Mrs. Vicki
decorated with one large Phillips Washer, also a former
arrangement of yellow tulips, classmate of the bride, presided
white daisies, yellow jonquils, at- the crystal punch bowl.
purple irises, and baby's breath Pastel mints and nuts were also
adorned around greenery. Two served.
—
Miss Becky Fenton of'
smaller arrangements similar
Murray,
friend
of
the
bride,
to the central arrangement
were placed on columns on each kept the register in the foyer of
side of the altar. Two can- the church.
Miss Louise Elizabeth Polzien
Immediately
after the
delabra with nineteen tapers in
each one dramatized the reception the couple left for a
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Polzien of 19333 East 13 Mile, Roseville,
wedding scene. Baker's fern wedding trip to Clearwater, Mich., announce the engagement of their daughter, Louise
Fla., with the bride wearing a
pe
i -41114410 b4404
FlitaIrth, to.Sgt.James H. Philliparess.Mrs.Hoyt
‘aveserjai
" - nowets Were - ced ik.ur4
white beiget•repe jumpsuit trimmed Phillips, 2424 South Griffith, Ower+iii, KY.; -formerly of
urns. The scene was completed with brown and beige trim.
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes are now
by a single candelabrum conMiss Polzien is a 1968 graduate of Osborn High School, Detroit,
sisting of two small candles and residing, at their new home on
Mich., and is presently attending Wayne State College where she
Route
Four.
one larger candle.
is majoring in political science and history. She will receive her
Rehearsal Dinner
Preceding the ceremony Mrs.
B.A. degree in June of this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert C.
Oneida White of Murray,
Sgt. Phillips is a 1969 graduate of Osborn High School and enSunday, April 16
Barnes,
parents of the groom- tered the U. S. Air Force in June of that year. He is with the
The Russell's Chapel United organist, presented selections
Men's
and
Women's
Aircraft Maintenance Division and the 95th Fighters InMethodist Church WSCS will including "We've Only Just elect, entertained the wedding
Scramble golf will be held at the
meet at the church at one p.m. Begun", "For All We Know", party with a rehearsal dinner at terceptance Squadron stationed at Dover A.F.B., Delaware. He
Oaks Country Club with tee off
both composed by The Car- the Holiday Inn on Friday, has just returned from seventeen months of overseas active duty.
time at one p.m. If planning to
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Lydia Phillips of
and the Faith Doran penters, and Laura's Theme March 24, at seven-thirty
Circle
I
play, please call pro shop as
Murray Route Six and Mr. and Mrs. Hall Farris of Owensboro.
Circle of the WSCS of the First from the movie, Dr. Zhivago. o'clock in the evening.
previous list was misplaced.
Twenty-seven guests were
The bride entered the sancA late August wedding is planned.
United Methodist Church will
tuary escorted by her father to present for the occasion.
hall
meet
at
in
two
the
social
Open house will be held at
Following the dinner the
the music of The Bridal Chorus
Regents Hall Dormitory, p.m.
by Wagner. She was given in groom-elect and the best man,
Murray State University, from
Murray Assembly -Not--21/1 marriage by her parents. The Jimmy_ Thurman, entertained-4—
two to four p.m: Refreshments
wedding vows were said by the with a melody of songs. Miss
will be served in the lobby. Order of the Rainbow for Girls couple from memory.
Braboy and Mr. Barnes
Masonic
will
Hall
meet
at
at
the
Dress is "Sunday Best" and the
presented gifts to their atBride's Dress
seven
p.m.
public invited.
The bride's formal dress, tendants.
Wcfnen's designed and made by her
Out of town guests ficluded
Christian
The
The Murray Art Guild will be Fellowship of the First
mother, was fashioned from Mr. and Mrs. Mike Parser and
open from one to. four p.m.
Christian Church will meet in
white satin with an overdress of girls, Lisa and Lori. Mr. and
the church library at ten a.m. Chantilly lace. The dress was Mrs. Patrick Parker, Melanie
Tb
arureTrretr 417 MT ehiptie-witsi, •-enel-Mendi-Pereleerrhirs.
Institute of the United
r.The Baptist Women of the stand up collar and wide cuffs Parks, Mary Sommer, Mr. and
Methodist Churches of the Paris First Baptist Church will meet with satin covered buttons on Mrs. Wylie...1,1;1w, all of
District will be held at the First at nine a.m. at the church.
the cuffs and do.svn the back of Metropolis, Ill.; Rev. and Mrs.
United Methodist Church,
Lawrence Braboy and children,
the dress.
Murray, from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Her floor length veil of silk Debbie, Donna, Denise, and
Group
The
of
the
Dorothy
A nursery will be provided.
illusion fell from a tiara of seed Donald, of Springfield, IR,
First Baptist Church will meet
Bobbie Baldwin and
pearls and crystal flowers. The Mrs.
ten
Homer
Miller
with
at
Mrs.
The Methodist Men of the
veil was beautifully adorned Timmy, Mr. and Mrs. Lacey
By Abigail Van Buren
a.m.
Kirksey United Methodist
with wide scalloped lace around Braboy-of- Centerline,-Mich.
monthly
Church will have their
Mrs. James E.
_the_edge-Slie-carried-a
DEAR ARRY..-I- a a--widow with--usen-and daughter.
breakfairgiWeburch at seven
bouquet of yellow tulips, white Dickson, Tenn.; Mrs. Holly
My son is being married in a few months and my daughter•
a.m.
daisies, and yellow jonquils Mitchuson and Mrs. Harrison
has not been included in the wedding party. Naturally, she
HARRISON BOY
with baby's breath and Mitchuson, both of Cadiz.
is very hurt and so am I.
Monday, April 17
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Harrison, greenery.
I spoke to my son about it. and he said it's up to the
The Music Department of the 1717 Keenland Drive, Murray,
bride's family to decide on all that, so he is staying out of
Miss Nancy Osborn was the
Murray Woman's Club will are the parents of a baby boy, bride's maid of honor. Her floor
it. The bride's sister will be her maid of honor, and the
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club Chad Mich5el, weighing seven
other girls in the wedding party are all friends and relalength gown, fashioned from
house. Note change in date. pounds six ounces, born on
tives of the bride.
mint green crepe cascaded with
Hostesses will be Mesdames Friday:April 7, at 4:03 a.m. at spring flowers, featured an
My daughter is tall, attractive, single, and 23. When she
Robert E. Johnson, Lavid the Murray-Calloway County empire waist, long sleeves, and
realized that she wasn't going to be in the wedding party
Gowans, James
Carlin, Hospital.
she was so humiliated that she made plans to be out of
scooped neckline. Her slippers
Clark,
Charles
Maurice - They have another son, Troy, were of white patent and she
town.
The Almo Parent-Teacher
Humphrey, and Vernon Nance. age three. The father is a carried a bouquet of tulips,
Now, do you want a good laugh? When my son said his
Association met in the school
girl wanted a fancy wedding but her people couldn't afford
chemist for the Vanderbilt jonquils, and baby's breath.
Tuesday, April 18
it, I offered to pay for it. So now I am footing the bill for a
Chemical Company, Murray.
The bridesmaids were Mrs. gym on Monday, April 10, at
wedding and reception for 150 guests!
The Coldwater Homemakers
Grandparents are Mr. and
Max Hughes,the former Shirley seven o'clock in the evening for
Had I known things would turn out this way I never
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. B.J. Harrison of Benton Hays, and Miss Debbie Erwin, the last night meeting of the
would have offered to pay for it. I think I will just tell my
Mrs. Homer Bazzell at one p.m. Route Two and Mr. and Mrs. both of Murray and all former school year with the president,
son that now he can pay for it. And I will also leave town.
C.H. Solomon of Benton Route classmates of the bride. Their Mrs. M.D. McGinnis, presiding.
I would like your advice, Abby.
During the business session
HURT MOTHER
The Good Shepherd United Seven. Great grandparents are gowns were identical and both
Methodist Church WSCS will Mr. and Mrs. Jack Harrison of were fashioned from yellow the group voted to no longer be
DEAR MOTHER': It is difficult to believe that the bride
meet at the church at two p.m. Benton Route Two.
crepe cascaded with spring a member of the National
and her family are not aware that they have hurt your
Association,
Parent-Teacher
flowers.
Each carried a
daughter by excluding her from the wedding party. But It's
but will form a Parent-Teacher
bouquet of spring flowers.
possible. Leave your son out of it, but ask the bride to
Club
committee
of
its
own.
A
Little Miss Denise Mitchuson
please reconsider and include your daughter. But don't feel
was
named
to
prepare
by-laws
of Aurora, cousin of the bride,
that BECAUSE you offered to foot the bill they are obligatserved as flower girl. Her gown of the club.
ed to include her. And for you to now refuse to foot the bill
Rev: Heyward Roberts read
was a tiny replica of those worn
for tht0 reason, would be wrong.
Paris, Tennessee
the
scripture from I Timothy
by the bridesmaids. Tiny yellow
bows tied in loveknots accented 4:1-12 and 5:1-2 and closed with
Featuring ...
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter has been dating a very fine
prayer for the devotional
her long
t hair. S
the
young man for nearly a year. They are talking marriage,
a small white basket period. Several things were
and we couldn't be happier because we are fond of him.
planned to be done for the
filled with spring flowers.
But lately I have noticed that when they are in public,
school
8th
by
the PTA. The
SATURDAY 8-12
Master
David Braboy,
he doesn't pay much attention to her. He seems more interbrother of the bride, was ring grade basketball players led in
ested in impressing those around. [He dances with all the
Also Band on Wed., Fri. & Sat
bearer. He carried the identical the pledge of allegaince to the
old grandmothers at weddings, etc. 1 But when he and my
wedding rings on a heart shaped American flag.
daughter are alone he couldn't be nicer to her
George Dowdy, principal.
pillow.
Since my daughter has never complained, should I
Jimmy Thurman of Murray presented the eighth grade
bring this to her attention? I. wouldn't want her to be hurt
and
players
served as best man. The ushers basketball
later on.
JERSEY MOTHER
were Barry Braboy and Ken cheerleaders with trophies.
DEAR MOTHER: Skip it. She may regard "dancing
Barnes, brothers of the bridal Mrs. McGinnis expressed apwith all the old grandmothers at weddings" a thoughtful
preciation to the parents and
couple.
gesture. fl do.)
The bride's mother wore a teachers for their support and
encouragement
and
to
the
band
mint green double knit dress
members who had a part in the
OPENING SPECIALS now available until April
DEAR ABBY: Will you please say something in your
featuring a scalloped neckline
Country Musical held in March
column
about letter writing? Some people seem to think that
and
long
sleeves. Her ac15 on both the Health Club and Reducing Program. cessories were
Preceding the meeting a
they cannot send a letter to a friend or relative unless it is
of black patent
LANG, so they put off writing until they have more time.
and she wore a corsage of white potluck supper was served to
honor
and
the
the
_teachers
.1 don't know about others, but to me. a SHORT.letter
daisies fashioned with a mint
eighth grade basketball players
flow is a lot more appreciated than a long letter later. Thank
green ribbon.
and cheerleaders. Joe Walker
you.
SHORTY
The mother of the groom was
gave the invocation preceding
attired in a pink double knit
DEAR
SHORTY:
And
thank
YOU!
I
agree.
Most long
the meal.
ensemble with black patent
letters are so long, the recipients put off READING them
accessories. A corsage of white
until they have more time.
daisies complimented by pink Onee i% enough
ST‘TI
CONFIDENTIAL to D. D. W.: There IS a solution for
ribbon completed her outfit.
- I"flown .hotild not
every problem. Sometimes the solution is to accept that
Reception
IH• %uNeti 111,,ro• than orre if
which cannot be changed. In other words, .if 4ou pick a
Following the wedding the
We Have . . .
the
to, Is' heated. AClemon, make a leMonade
•
reception was held in the- 1.4111111194 too fount alol nutrition
fellowship hall of the church..
k
Texas
.at
What your Toroblem? You'll feet better If- you get It off
The..
I ikis..e.484
spr.sts.adosise..- -yerrIfiegt.-1PrIrr firitERT.
Bra-IlrfOt T.bI 4Tike1ea7rIt
beautifully decorated with a :Wallis' refrigerating 1111
NM. For a personal reply enclose stomped, addressed
aim 11 memmi time lifter the
handmade white lace cloth
envelope.
belonging to the grandmother of 11.1%1 been reheated for sen

.ifte-mwilbricanoyisathes

Daughter left out
of son's wedding
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NOW OPEN

Shapemaker Health Club
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THESE OPENING SPECIALS
* CALL 753-2962 *

team Bath and Massages Also Available

'Extensive Line of Physical
TondItonlng Equipmenj.
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Coffee Cup Chatter
_ BytidVitiltY Of Kentucky.
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
Know your basic floor plan,
establish your room theme,
then make plans to furnish your
room. Divide your list into
basic needs (i.e. seating, bed)
and wants. After you supply
these needs, shop Ter the-extra
things you want for an attractive room. Small tables,
coffee tables, benches, planters,
and other sirniliar items put the
finishing-touches on a room
often you can wait for seve:al
months for them. -Mildred W.
Potts, La Center, Ky. 42956
Phone-665-5671.
Are you tired of brushing the
lint from your dark clothes?
Place garment in the clothes
drier with no heat setting and
let it remove the lint for you.
Remove garment as soon as it
finishes and hang. -Catherine
C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky.
42050 Phone 236-2351.
Acetate is a manmade fiber
which is found in many garments due to its outstanding
features. It drapes well, is
lustrous, soft and supple, can
be dyed by the manufacturer to
almost any color and is
economically priced. It's major
-asess-lnehjele---textured
dressy fabrics, tricot lingerie,
in upholstery and drapery
fabric blends, and as fiberfill or
pillows, quilts and mattress
pads. Best of all, in many cases,
the care is as simple as gentle
handwashing. Before laundering, check manufacturers'
hangtags for proper care instructions. -Dean Roper
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Phone-247-2334.

the mail- conhxd. affwAlectat....
rinse portion of the cycle and
allow the washer to complete
the cyeThii buntkr
malty. -Barletta Wrather, 209
Maple St., Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone-753-1452.
Veal comes from very young
animids!Luivally three months
of age or younger. It is a
grayish pink look which is very
smooth and velvety and usually
has very little fat. Veal is
"prized for its delicate flavor:Patricia Curtsinger, Benton,'
KY. 42025 Phone-527-6601.
Education is not over when
you finish school. Every person
needs to keep a "growing edge"
on his or het life. Research
studies show that older persons
do not lose intellectual power as
they grow older., No only is it
possible for older persons to
continue to learn, It is essential /to their well being. -Sue
Fraser, BardwelL Ky. 42023
Phone-628-5447.

Personal Shower
Held In Honor Of
Mrs. Phillip Jones

Wyatt) Jones was-tiOnored with
a personal shower at the home
of Mrs. Clinton Burchett after,
her recent marriage to Phillip
Jones.
The lovely hostesses for the
event held on Tuesday, March
21 at six-thirty o'clock in the
evening were Mrs. Max
Becky) Gore and Miss Dorin&
Starks.
For the occasion, the bride
chose to wear a two-piece lilac
Contrary to some people's double knit dress with lilac
ideas, increasing the length of accessories.
Games were played after
wash time is not the answer to
the problem of heavily soiled which the honoree opened her,
-clothes. More desirable-Ls74---many lovely gifts Which har
prewash the heavily soila'been placed In front of -'
items. Some washers are fireplace in the home.
Refreshments were served
equipped with a prewash cycle
that provides automatic pre- from the beautifully appointed
washing up to four or five table overlaid with a white'
minutes. The water is then linen cloth. Yellow punch was
drained from the tub and fresh served from the punch bowlwater and deferg_ent added for along with cakes, mints, and
the regular wash cycle. If the _
washer doesn't have a special
'No-thirds of wedding rings
prewath
setting,
the
homemaker can easily produce 'are selected by both the,bride
and
together, according
s similiar results by manual to a groom
.•
sursey.
control. For a load of heavily
The
bridal
market
acsoiled items, add the regular monied for more
than
amount of detergent advance billion in retail sales last $7
year.

SCOTT DRUG
Street
WILL BE
1 iti EVERY
E

NDAY

for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

BEDDING
PLANTS
PLANTLAND
Open 9-Dark
Highway 68 & 641 - 5 Mi North of Benton

We Want YoUr
Home Loan

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch

--
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THE LEDGER & TIME&

AE
By Jerry Allen

RRAY, KENTUCKY

owner of 15 years that

saw that we were going to hit it while pointing.,
_ tea 10 or 12-pounder, at least."
wide open. But we went -right
Ifollowed his finger anti" WC, Skip manuevered the
he'd never gotten one over
over it and into the Glen, to my out a dark shadow over an oval boat into casting position and I
seven pounds and he's an avid amazement. Frank smiled at shaped bowl in the sand.
took a fresh minnow and
fishermen, he told me.
me and explained that it must
"How big?" I asked.
quickly slipped him on the
Well despite
all this be passed over fast or the motor
"Maybe six pounds,"he said. hook.
discouragement, I decided I'd drags.' This made good logic so
I hooked on a fresh six inch
:Cast over the bed and reel
go anyway. It had to be good I'd prepared on an return trip, I bullhead and cast past the bed slowly until it reaches the
bed,"
experience, and it was to be an silently told myself.
and gently pulled it into the Skip said.
all new type of fishing for me.
Salt Run is a crsytal clear area, but no results. We did this
I promptly followed inA little after sunrise I met stream fed by a huge spring and the remaining part of the day structions. As I cast
into the big
Frank Taylor, a guide out of I was amazed that I could see with not a strike or g pick up. bass's hod that Skip
had picked
Wilier Lodge. and we boated Slx feet deep in several places.
"And you thought it was easy out I felt confident and ready,
our gear. When I asked him
At the edge of the stream, in didn't you", Frank said. "Well but I was to find out those
bass
where we'd fish, he checked the the moss we were to look for the almost everyone somehow gets don't get that big
by busting any
wind and studied the lake for a bedding bass. The sun beating the idea that Florida bass are bait that comes
along.
bit, then said, "I reckon we'd down on the shallow edges of the easier to catch, but you can
After two hours of casting and
best try the salt run and Silver stream heats it to just the right vouch for me now can't you?" hoping we were ready
to give up
Glen Srpings first, we're gonna temperature for spawning bass
"I sure can", I replied in when I felt the slack line as
the
fish for bedding bass. "That ahead of other areas of the lake. disgust.
bass took the bait to move it
"The most successful way to
lake's gonna get rough," he
"Everyone also believes you from her bed. Then I slammed
fish the big spawning areas of can automaticallu get a ten the hook
said.
home with all my
It was cold that morning due the lake is to hunt your fish, pounder if you fish down here might and the lake
burst open.
to a cold front that had covered then cast for him when the fish but you'll find out," Frank said The fish rocketed
into the air
thenation and I wore my long is located," Frank said.
with asarcastiegrin on his face. ,and the Garcia reel stripped
'Well,I was all for this idea so "Only the really lucky people out line from the
johns and insulated suit hoping
drag.
to keep comfortable. Even I sat and waited while the guide luck into a good fish, even in
The fish burst clear again, her
though we were in Northern pushed us through the grass Lake George."
gill covers flaired and she
Florida we were still close with a 1 sixteen foot pole we had
Well, we went in that af- shook and twisted in the
enough to__ the ole Kentucky cut for the purpose earlier. He ternoon with nothing to show, sunlight.
home to feel the results of a poled the boat by standing up but we weren't alone. Ne. one
"Don't loose that one", the
front while looking ahead for else had any -fish either.
bone chilling wind.
guide yelled, she's a hog."
As we started toward the the big bowl-like shapes in the
Linda and some of her
The bass fell back with a loud
other shore and salt run six weeds that could be a bass bed. girlfriends had gone to the splash
and made for the center
If the water is calm, the guide beach so she was sporting a nice of the lake,
miles away I retreated deeper
but I stopped here
into the insulated suit I had can spot the bass but if it's not, red rosey skin that evening but with a pumping
action of the rod
worn. The 50 H.P. mercury you can forget it. The idea is to was intent on going out with me
and a_ktk,help .from Lady
ea a 4iwer transsow
apht the coldiwind-witit.
'
Iflung
tbe-Mrt- day st- the coUrd-e Luck.
that burned my face and bullhead) or a floating slug into more sun. But she didn't want ' "Keep
the line tight." Skip
slapped the bottom of the the bass bed and when or If the to fish: hollared.
Monark Bass boat as it pounded bass picks ip up to move it',
Well I decided to hire another
Linda was yelling and jum"Sock it to him, with all you've guide, Skip Hall,a fellow about ping up
the waves.
and down with exWe slipped between Drayton got."
my age to take us out. He'd had citement as she put in her two
"Don't let the bass run but set lots of experience at. bass cents worth
and Hog Islands and onto the
on how to get him to
huge lake that fell away to the the hook the instant a top_ is fishing and could teach his the boat. Slowly I managed
to
east like some great inland sea. felt," the guide told me.
methods of fishing quite easy. gain line and worked the bass
Then we headed up along the
After poling for six hours with
Next morning we decided to closer to the boat so the guide
west shore of Lake George no results we decided to try fish the same areas we did the could
reach him with the.net
toward Salt Run, only 2 miles silver glen spring river about day before but a little farther up and
the battle was won. It later
away. On our right was the five miles south on the lake. So the run and it paid off.
turned out to be the biggest bass
eastern border of the great off we were with not a fish to
Skip, Linda and I had gone for to show. up in camp in three
show
Ocala National Forest, full of
for our effort.
miles looking for bass with weeks.
almost any type of
wildlife
As we slipped into the grass Skip's arms tiring rapidly from
We continued to work our way
one could imagine. Great gobs jungle of Silver Glen creek, pushing the big boat with the through the Salt
Run and we
of mess hung from the trees on Frank cut the outboard and took long _mil, pole. Snoozing, and
luckily managed to pick
the shore like somethinioutof a ,N,42e 13
*toitiO.4.___411,410nS• -daydreaming was on my mind three-mere-bass before the day
tartan MOVii.
Finally Frank's sharp eyes when-- al)
once -I. nearly was over, but not without a lot of
At the mouth of Salt Run is a spotted a fish about six „feet jumped out of my skin:
,
desperate, patient casting, and
shallow flat not 18' deep, my from the boat.
"There she is" Skip silent cussing under our breath.
eyes nearly popped out when I
"There's a nice one" he said whispered- excitedly. She must
se bedding bass must be

WA*,bqawagina Less than

ei feet. And it's a goodt spot for a
:lair chance at a lunker bass.
5• Since my wife was long
prerdueforagoadtde_fashiotied
t'lfa, cation and I' was
in the
-10ever ending Mood of fishing we
decided to strike out for a weekend of fishing and lazing around
in the sun. And the good'thing
was that Lake George was
within easy ,driving distance
from Murray.
After writing
to several
_lodges along the lake we
decided to slay at Lunker
LodgeAlao _because it had been
:recommended to be by Bill
Dance as a nice clean place to
-stay with reasonable rates.
•• Upon arrival I lost no time
.getting my hands on a map of
lake George. I turned out to be
'It natural balloning of the St.
_Johns River to form a shallow,
-,weedy lake about 13 miles and 7
miles wide.
After getting an idea where
-I'd fish next day I decided to
hire a guide. I soon found out
,jijill„..)
1 01,-koitox-Jaiakko.Xgre 'catching fish: Boy,' as I
ALsappointed.I had thought,like
everyone, all you have to do is
go to Florida and throw out your
-line and then, you've got
yourself a fish. But, buddy this
ain't-the way it is.
Fishing is just as hard in
'Florida as it is here, arid maybe
a little harder, and it sure to
heck takes a lot more patience.
While talking to my guide
about fishing several other
fishermen that had been out
that day agreed with the guide
that fishing in Florida isn't
easy.
in- fact-one-than- had been
-six - years straight and
hadn't been able to land a
-lunker.
" Later I was to find out from a
resident and grocery 'store

the biggest frustration the
world has ever know or ever
will know.
Anyway, to make a long story
shorter, we returned to camp
that afternoon with the largest
weighted stringer brought in to
the camp in weeks, to my own
surprise. I just-couldn't seem to
realize that these Lake George
Bass are just as hard if not
harder to catcii as Kentucky
ke bass.
In order for me to go on this
trip part of the deal was that we
were to drive down to Orlando
to see Disney World and next
day we took it in, or it took us in
I don't know which. Anyway it
was really an experience for
any adult as well as all the
children that were in constant
amazement at all the unbelievable sights it had to offer
for the beholder.
After our
drive back to
Northern Florida's Lunker
Lodge we decided that we'd
return to Murray the next day.
So we packed our duds and gear
and said our goodbyes to the
people around camp and were
ready to depart. But I just
couldn't go without saying
goodby to my new found friend,
R. V. "Gadabout" Gaddis
whom had shown ins the tric.ka
of the trade of flyrod fishing an
afternoon
earlier.
After
promising Gadabout I'd return
for a fly fishing trip in June, I
finally rnanuvered myself to the
car and we were on our way toMurray.
If you're interested in a trip to
Lake George camp rates are
low and you can get a nice cabin
for $10 a day almost anywhere
on the lake. You can even
charter a boat if you want. And
fishing tackle is no problem.
You have a fishing rod that'll be
fine for fishing Lake George if
it suffices for our fishing
there- -tsnl inuervini,
ence in tackle, just In
patience.

FINS 'N'
FrAnins

Twelve members of the Murray-Kenlake flotilla of the U.S
Coast Guard Auxiliary attended a siminar held at the Kenlake
Hotel last Saturday. Left to right, Lester Siegfried, Captain,
Neale B. Mason, Commander, Murray-Kenlake flotilla, CWO C.
Nucffii, Officer in Charge of the Coast Guard Group, Buchanan,
Tenn., and Immediate Past Commodore of the Second District,
Southern Region, Coast Guard Auxiliary, Kenneth Rhodes from
Chattanooga.

Murray Flotilla Members
Attend Seminar Meeting

Twelve members of the to see that it meets safety
Murray-Kenlake Flotilla of the standards, a service offered
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary free of charge by the Auxiliary
attended a U.S. Coast Guard to all boat owners requesting
Auxiliar
Div'si n
seminar held at the Kenlake
'mime
Following the seminar which
Hotel on Saturday, April 8.
During the meeting, Federal was attended by represen1. Frogi nudte good bass bait, and • Auxiliary boat safety tatives of the Murray, Paducah,
but are hard to catch along a requirements and recent Clark's River, and Moor's Dock
stream. Cut a swatter of pine changes in the Federal Boating Flotillas, the Murray-Kenlake
boughs and belt them. The swat Law were reviewed. The pur- members held their regular
stuns, but doesn't kill.
pose of the seminar was to bring monthly meeting at the Kenlake
2. The way to weight a live Auxiliary members up to date Hotel. Honored pests at the
minnow rig isn't to pinch a split on the latest boat safety miring were Kenneth Rhodes
shot on the leader aboveit;=Thiev.-requirements so that they
kills the minnow's action. In- ;be authorized as Courtesy modore of the 2nd District,
Stead, put the shot in the min- Motorboat Examiners. During Southern Region, Lester
now's mouth and seal it with the the boating season, qualified Siegfried, Captain, Division
hook through its lips.
Coast
Guard
Auxiliary XXVII, and Mrs. Siegfried, and
3. Cut the bottom end from Examiners will be at Kentucky CWO C. Nucilli, Officer in
coffee can and close with the
Lake marinas frequently to help Charge of the Coast Guard
plastic top from another can. boars check their equipment Group at Buchanan, Tennessee
Now worms can be reached
from either end.
4. Aluminum foil is the
camper's pal. It makes an
excellent reflector to throw heat
inside a tent or, in smaller
versions, to bake biscuits near
to the fire. Between a forked
stick it makes a crude frying
We specialize in Custom Vinyl Roofs
pan. Formed over a fist it can
be a drinking cup, on your head
for any make of car.
a rain hat, over a fishing lure, a
lure of a new shape .and color.
5. Take a sheath under your
boat's
Phone 753-4183
seat and store a
stainless-steel knife in it. You'll
never be without a fish knife
Located at 810 Sycamore
and no one will know it's there
but you.

LASSITER TOP
SHOP

Jerry Allen displays a string of black bass be took on Lake George in Florida
last week. Guide Skip looks on.The string ranged from 4g pounds and up.

HUTSON
-i.nomp-r,

EFFICIENT
MAJOR BUSINESS"

it
Prescription

Resort
•

Call Any Time

753-1933

rfilizer

Your

ypress Bay

STANDARD

CHEMICAL
- -CO- -INC.
SERVICE IS OUR

('are-fully & Accurately !Wed

Located W Railroad Avenue

Jack Jones-owner

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
wen, TRADE

MOGO OIL

You Tear 'Em Up and We'lrfix 'Em!

Cheaper,Than Anybody Else!.

Visit us and use our New Concrete
Launching Ramp FREE of Charge!

Rt. 6, Irvin Cobb Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 15021 753-8073
1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753 4€62

FOR ANYTHING!

Sportsman's

MMTDRSCORPORATIOM

One Milo' \orth 01 Murray On The Benton
Hwy.

WE SPECIALIZE IN REPAIR OF
VOLKSWAGENS
Diesel Repairman On Duty Every Day

Route 2
Buchannan, Tenn..

Phone 901-247-3315

All Makes of Guns

Sales & Service
Your
Evinrade
Dealer

Located at Sportsman Marina

Modern
Cottages

Murray's Largest and Most Modern
Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps

Pontowi goats
House Boat Rentals

Boat And
Motor
Rentals
GUIDE SERVICE-JIM KING

LIBERTY
Super Market

Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek

Dealer in Cherokee and Monark Boats
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Bass
Mant_la. know,ithitre IQ go aren't taken every day.Big
In fact
-Sleek- Bass- fishing
while
vacationing with the wife? I
vote for Lake George in Northern Florida. It's a shallow
Jake of depth up to 12 feet in

SATURDAY—APRIL 15, 1972

Mock AftMock
Sports Aroma
Mercury Outboard
Sales & Service '

Aurora, Kentucky
Phone 474-2344

BkiTS and TACKLE
Early Breakfast Served In Our Modern
Snack Bar
The Real Blue Eyed Shinner MIAOW
Trained For Tke Ilopk
'
..Tsntee4_to.Catiifem or D1e-T.0191-

3

Doz. for

$1.00
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Beautifully Cleaned and Pressed

NO LIMIT

SWEATERS
Men's,Ladies',Children's

ASK
ABOUT
OUR
FREE
INSURED
STORAGE

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs

And
antraals

Knits

Should be
Dry Cleaned By
Professionals

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9084
Open 7431E4 p.m.

a subsidary of Begley Drug Co., is
ONE-HOUR

pleased to announce that Don VVhitis,

CLEANERS, (from Mayfield) former MSU student, is

—

•

In this 26 years Max has accomplished so
many things like, being first, and leading in
different achievements since starting the funeral
home.
Max Churchill Funeral Home is owned and
operated by Max Churchill who was born and
raised in a funeral home here in Murray. This
being the case you know Max and his staff
members are 'qualified to know the needs and
wishes in caring for every detail just like it
should be.
Experience is what you find at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home. We can handle the
funeral of you-r-loved ones-who pass-away-in other
states and cities. All you have to do is call here'
and we will take care of every detail.
We make all arrangements for you without
yOu having that worry. We have flying service
connections.‘ We can fly anywhere in the United
States and even Canada if the occasion arrises.
So when you call the Ma.it Churchill Funeral
Home you can rest assured that all your needs
will be taken care of.
,-Max-Churatill-Funeral Ho-nte-is convenientlylocated at 311 North Fourth St., with parking
from street to street. Telephone 753-4612 for
service and experience unexcelled. We think we
have come a long way to give the families whom
we, serve the very best, with warm home-like
qtrnosphere and personal service.
"You are at home with your loved ones at the
Max Churchill Funeral."
There has been a change recently in the
funeral business in Murray. Due to this change,
Max is the only active Churchill in the funeral
business in Murray and Calloway County.
We offer superior Ambulance service, air
conditioned and oxygen equipment.
At your convenience we would like to talk to
you about our Pre-arrangement Burial Plan.
We honor all burial policies face value. So
when you are in need for service and experience
call the

Drycleaning SPECIAL

:rete
Irge!
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Max Churchill
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This April Is The

Frances Drake

FOR MONDAY,APRIL 17, 1872
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
your birthday comes and find ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
what your outlook is, according
Rewards will gratify if you
to the stars.
handle the needs of this day
ARIES -- wa
drzft
astutely-Land yourself with
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Good influences encourage discipline. Avoid time-wasters
your most worthwhile am- and eliminate all nonessentials
bitions and stimulate your will from your schedule.
to achieve them,so don't waste CAPRICORN
time on unproductive or ( Dec. 22 to Jan. iii
Good stellar influences
frivolous activities.
(Dec. 22 to Jin.10)
govern new projects as well as
A day to test your mettle. TAURUS
everyday routine. Cooperate
Take up the reins where others (Apr. 21 to May 21)
Skilled action should bring with those who have both knowslacken, renovate, rehabilitate
where you can. Lend your fine progress in keeping with high how and integrity. An excellent
hopes. Don't let opposition day for doing well.
constructive talents freely.
AQUARIUS
obscure your point of view.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A new light thrown upon
Without giving up present (May 22 to June 21)
Mercury now stimulates your certain situations should prime
undertakings, study what are
possibly good new offerings. gull mind and alertness to you for fine advantages in the
Give careful thought to improper methods, off-beat offing. MAKE yourself work for
decisions you must make soon. situations. Strike a new note for the attainment which requires
Outcomes could be extremely distinguished action. You can more than usual vigor. You can
do it!
accomplish much.
important to the future.
PISCES
CANCER
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
(June 22 to July 23)
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
If you want to give a first-rate
Use the procedures which
Direct your enthusiasm for
performance
now, you will have
have
proven
potent
in
the
past,
worthy causes into progressive
to be even more dexterous than
channels. You rhay have to but also be ready to consider
usual. Good planetary inrevise previous plans, however. new angles, methods, etc. Be
fluences, but your cooperation
Especially favored now: alert to changing trends.
needed.
LEO
Travel, social interests.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
41.0.3,11-TODA.X.,.71re
D. BORN TODAY - are ) fidixad -plauetary-,influences.
endowed with a high order ot
but,
if
you
look'
in
the
right
endowed with great ambition
intelligence, a liVely imagiand a high degree of energy and places, you CAN find some good
nation and a delightful perdetermination - which help you offerings. Start out with, and
sonality. You are more conto achieve plateaus of success maintain, a steady pace to win
servative than many other
which others would often best returns.
Ariens and may devote a great
VIRGO
consider _unattainable. Though'
deal of time to "causes"-either
not quite as versatile as many (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) .
Many advantages are open to humanitarian or civic. Your
born under your Sign, you,
those
of you who work a little talents are considerable and,
nevertheless, have been enand dig deeper for facts with determination, you could
harder
dowed with a number of talents
achieve almost any goal you
through which you could carve and information. It's a day
desire. But, unlike many others
an enviable career. You should which will tall for gumption and
of your Sign, you do not seem to
grit.
be musically inclined, and could
possess that inner drive which
succeed as either performer or LIBRA
sends them ahead in leaps and
composer - or both. Your (Sept. 24 to Oct 23) —
bounds. You are more inclined,
magnetic personality, coupled Mixed planetary influences. Not to sporadic
be
in your efforts-a
as
turn
you
all
out
will
hope,
but
with your sense of the dramatic,
"whiz" one day, listless the
Ices you a 4`natural" for the the diligent, consistent try will next. Try to maintain
an even
thetéfanda scientific bent, eventually produce results. - - pace and you'll get ahead more
SCORPIO
bracketed with a lively
ITV
quickly-and easily. Fields in
imagination, may take you into ( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
efforts
your
Muster
best
for which you could reap yciur
the field of invention. Traits to
greatest successes: Finance,
curb: Impulsiveness and the "trying" moments-even teaching, writing, the
•-taw„
though
may
they
be
few-and
overaggressiveness. Birthdate
Birthdate of: J. P. Morgan,"
through
breeze
you
most
can
of
of: Wilbur Wright, airplane
Amer. Financier; - William
inventor; Charles Chaplin, film the day. Put your weight behind Holden, film star.
solid undertakings.
star.

••••

--

)erkt

(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Fine aspects give a lift to your
personality, help you to spur
activities to a lively pace. It's a
day for achievement. Just one
admonition: Be careful in
whom you confide.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
If someone suggests a new
idea, give it a chance - But not
at the cost of reputation or at
the expense of valuable time.
Head up!
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
Splendid
planetary
influences. Especially favored:
Creativity, originality, any
activity which involved dealing
with the public.
LEO (July 24 to Aug. 23)
may be surprised at. the
lack of opposition in 'areas
where you expected it Use this
advantage to achieve in some
special way that will strengthen
your hand.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
Don't take things for granted.
Make sure! Neither be
pessimistic nor follow blind
optimism. Day calls for exceptionally good judgment.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
' Discretion should be your
watchword now. Keep disposition even if you'd cope with
the ruffled ones you meet-and
--there may be several. Stress
that Libran poise of yours!
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Note Libra. Your advice
similar. Put yourself in the
- position of mediator, peacemaker, and you can win new
laurels. Your intuition should be

•-•

,

FOR SUNDAY, APRIL 16, 1972
Look in the section in which
at a peak now.
your birthday comes and find SAGITTARIUS
what your outlook is, according (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
to the stars.
Neither charge with great
ARIES
force norsit back doing nothing,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) eV"
You can make this day stand in the hope that you'll win over
out through sturdy effort or let the opposition of others. The
it pass unprofitably through innate good judgment of the
sheer indifference. Noping will Sagittarian should show you the
- ----stand still. So-ri-tip to yogi' way-.
CAPRICORN

.yg"

SATURDAY-APRII.14, 1972
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KENTUCKY

Highway Department Says Financial Outlook Is Not Bright Despite Added Tax

•

-FRANKFORT, Ky. AAP) —
-Despite- an - upcomingper-gallon gasoline tax increase_,_ the Kentucky State
Highway Department indicates
its financial
.outlook is not too
bright.
The new revenue will merely
provide a "bare bones" operation for the next two fiscal
years, fhe agency said Thursday. •
Commissioner Charles Pryor
said 'there will not be extra
funds for highways that must
be built -completely with-state
money.
Gov. Wendell Ford sought the
extra gas tax from the 1972

CH. 3
WSIL

General Assembly, saying that
otherwise Kentucky would have
no funds to obtain federal road
aiik The increase goes into effect July 1.
"U anyone thinks the Department of Highways has found
that pot of gold at the end of
the rainbow, let me disillusion
him now," Pryor said in a recent unpublicized speech that
was reprinted in the latest issue of Kentucky Highways
Magazine.
woW,d.like-to-make it
plain that the additional revenue we expect to gain will add
nothing to existing programs.

asIgnedki_Lmisville,
dine in construction of inter- highway item that emtredi
14esington and the, Northern
state projects and a leveling in -tram the last legislative.
Kentucky urban area "will be
turnpike activity.
In "new money" the agency
-To my mind even more far- enormously helpful" to them2
expects $45.6 million additional reaching is the assignment of they will not solve all pea=
next fiscal year and $441.4 mil- one-half cent of motor fuel tax lems.
He cited continuing needs for
lion more the following year.
revenues to an urban streets
radials and circle routes
_ "This means the department ai4 Program," he said.
will be able to match all federThe Highway Department "which simply must find other
_
al funds available for primary, will begin operating the reve- support."
One possibility that deserves
secondary and urban roads as nue sharing mechanism in July
well as the interstate and Ap- 1973 and Pryor said "it -will serious study is toll road conpalachian roads," a spokesman
probably be very much like the struction, Pryor said.
"I know all the objections to
said. "It will also meet the operation of the county road
this method of funding," he
maintenance costs of the grow- aid program."
said. "I-know there are some
ing highway system."
Mans
Pryor said in his speech he rely heavily on the advice of lo- who will complain there ought
to be a way to provide free fa_does not believe the 2-cent tax
cal officials.
for urban traffic."
cilities
increase is the most important
"We will develop annual prop
But, he said, "I (also) know
grams formalized by written
agreements," he said."We will you have to start with mow."
be flexible in adapting our proJimmy D. Cochran, 33 of Murray Route 1, is congratulated by
grams to the needs of each
CR. 29
CH. 8
CH. 12
his flight instructor Ron Nygaard of Mayfield Skyways on
KFUS
community."
WSIX
WDXR
completion of his private pilot course and receiving his private
6:00 Sunrise
9:00 Psychiatrist
6:30 Box°
Pryor said that 'although
pilot's license. Cochran is now working on his commercial license.
:SO Break. Show 9:30 Devotions
0:00 Romper-Rm.

This only allows us to go on aswe have been going."
11* Highway Department released figures showing how
much has been budgeted for
various categories this fiscal
year and the projection for the
next biennium.
One drastic reduction will be
jn road construction, which is
estiniated to total less in the
'canting biennium than the carrent year.
The data shows $419.5 million
alloted for construction in 197112, but only $207.8 million for
next fiscal year and $160.3 million for the following year.
This obviously reflects the de-
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- get the job done

Everyone, of course, knows
the conventional signs of spring
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
which appear each year with
BLAST
PRIED
unfailing regularity — the first
2 Guido's low
EFER
ESTEE
P
robin, grass turning green, litnote
3 Fabulous bird
tle fat leaf buds bursting out on
4 Silkworm
trees and bushes. But some of
S Step
atiwak aigna whieh were ea
familiar 50 or 60 years ago are
7 Sow
either rapidly disappearing or
8 Youngster
have already gone forever.
9 Pronoun
10 Rumor
On the first warm day,all the
11 Parts in play
children who were lucky
STAME
ME
13 Lavishes
enough to have roller skates
T I A STEED
R
fondness on
brought them out. If you were
5
16 Sob
extra lucky you might have a
19 Country of 44 Erase
South America 33
pair with ball bearings, but
(Printing)
4 Flight of steps
21 Artist
47 Tavern
35 Chief
they were pretty scarce. And
23
Conceals
Russian
36
48 Mans
still more scarce were places to
25 Tilts
stockades
nickname
skate.
27 The heart
37 Ranted
51 Parent (colloo.)
There weren't sidewalks lin29 Falsehood
40
43 Sea
Flyaeba
ogulet
53 Symbol for
ing the streets in those days,
32 Happen
tantalum -but some families did have a
cement walk leading from the
front door to the street,and this
was always Swarming with
skaters..
Qty part; were always popLa
ular places in spring. In those
days many people had nursemaids, who took their small
26
charges to the park to play. The
babies slept contentedly in
wicker buggies while the big32
.ger children played on the
grass or skated-on tie walks,
for there were cement walks in
42
most parks.
16
Another frequent visitor to
41:OF
the parks was the balloon man.
53
30
He carried a huge bunch of
bright colored balloons which
were fastened to long sticks,
Distr. by L....'ted Feature Syndicate. Inc.
IS
and on one arm he had a market basket filled with pin**3101wIninIc*****
wheels. Each cost a nickel, and ***********
since very few children ever
*Hours:
OIE Hwy.
had more than one nickel at a
time, it was quite a problem to
'
85
decide which to buy. The bal- *
Sunday
1-5
loons were beautiful, but it was
*
such fun to go whizzing along
on your skates holding a pinwheel in front of you and
watching it spin madly around.
Ufe is full of difficult deci-sions.
Presently there would be the
sound of tinkling music in the
distance, and then along came
the hurdy-gurdy. This was a
barrel organ, usually encased
in a wooden box with bright colored pictures painted on it. It
was mounted on two wheels
and had 'a pair of shafts by
which the hurdy-gurdy man
pulled it along and produced
the fascinating music.
r Shade Trees
v Roses
On a little seat in front sat a
monkey dressed in a red jacket
r Ornamental Trees
Bedding Plants
and cap, who did tricks and
r
Fruit
Trees
v
Spring Bulbs
then held out his hat for the
children to drop pennies into.
Seed
Evergreen Shrubbery
And the monkey's name was
-always Jocko.
v Fertilizers
v Flowering Shrubs
Sometimes the hurdy-gurdy
Herbicides
man's wife walked along. with
him. She was always a fat, jolly
person, wearing a gaily flowv Hand Toots
v Insecticides
Stepping
ered dress and with a bright
r Mulch Material
kerchief tied around her head.
v Chemical Applicators
Stones
She played the tambourine and
danced a little, and this made
the children dance, too, while
her husband, grinning broadly
each (B.R.)
beneath his black moustache,
Hin°
*
Red
kept the music going.
*
Then the woman held out her
*
2. Standard
each (C.N.)
tambourine and the children
dropped pennies into that, too.
And then away down the street
each (B & B)
3. White
west the hurdy-gurdy, moving
slowly along with crowds of
children following, perfectly
enchanted by the music, the
like of which is never heard
Our Free Landscape Design
anymore.
there
was
Then
the organ
Estimate Service applies to commercial
grIMEr with Ni tittle haWof:
property
as
as residential property
gan which played about three
tunes when he ,turned the
crank, while his Monkey, who
ORTHO
was also named Jocko and
wore a red jacket and cap, performed tricks and helped collect pennies for his master.
22% Nitrogen
Well, they've gone away into
the misty ,past — the balloon
6,000 Sq.it Bag $3
man, the hurdy-gurdy and the
organ-grinder, but the roller
.
12,000 Sq. Fl....13ig
_skstrsatgasrIstIl1 wittAt VIM
&95
us.
************
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FENCE SALE
Sears for all you
Chain link-Redv
Fences. Now o
installation avail
Lyles for free est
2310.

NEW X-11 Red
tablets 93.00.
Guarantee. Sa
Pharmacy.

21" TV SET, cat
new. A bargain.
days or 753-5175 r

1971 MEDALL.
home, 12'x55', lc
way 641 South. V
conditioner and
Phone 492-8232.
4
MAKE BEATE
nap at doorways
again with Blue
Belaire Shopping

TRAILER PARI.
:East of Murray
ftance two-thir
month. Call 753-6

en:5787i

Murray
p. y
1tLrs

1971 YAMAHA
Phone 753-8809.

r.

AKC REGISTE/
Mbliattire Food
old. Has had
dewormed. Goo
Phone 753-9263.
KENTUCKIAN
1966, 10'x52'.
Priced reasona
5801 or 435-5805.
THREE REGI
Angus bulls re
Phone James E
4365, next to
Methodist Churc
AKC GERMAN
pies, champi
Wormed and ri
Poodle clipping
Also summer v
with loving care
Puryear, Tenne
5502.
BABY CLOTH
ladies coats, drt
Also hand pa
dishes, lamps I
_ Across from 13
Concord Road.

AZALEAS 69'
ROSES '1.69
DOGWOOD :2

TRUANT
OFFicFR

LIL ABNER

BE FROM-u0oeH M— ,

ASHLAND, Ky. AP )—Officials interviewedinmates about
their grievances, and all work
programs were cancelled
Thursday at the Federal Youth
Center, after some of the inmates refused to go to work
Wednesday.
The protest began after the
noon meal Wednesday when.107
ACROSS
of the medium security center's
539 inmates'gathered in the
1 Heats
recreational area to demand
6 Moving
11 Sharp repiy
better
-incentive"1
4
4 "
1-"41:•chair
The 107 said they would not 14 Coniunction
return to work until the de- 15 Ringed
mands were met.
17 River in Italy
R. 0. Anderson, associate di- C:118 Confederate
general
rector of the center, said
Thursday;"We have been .in- 20 Ventilated
terviewing the men to pinpoint 21 Vessel. '"
22 Every_
their grievances.
24 Change
"In view of the circumcolor of
stances, we did not issue a 25 Solicitude
work call today," he said.
26 Waterway
In regard to the demand for 28 Folds
more incentive pay, Anderson 30 Fuss
said, "Compensation is based 31 Hostelry
upon an inmate's involvement 32 Commands
35 Missive
in the programs here.
man can earn $3 to $4 a 31 Crve4 tike dcwe
month in one category and sim- _39...Go11 mound
41nBriitle.
ilar sums in other fields."
42 Vehicle
He sid types of work avail- 43 Unit
of
able include carpentry, cookelectrical
ing, plumbing, auto repair and
capacity
45 Tattered cloth
cleaning. ,
The men wear uniferinclim- 46 Chaldean city
iliu• to those issued in the mili- 47 Deprived one
--ffevieglee
•
tary, and are snowed to nave
shoes and underwear of theii -49-+4ebre;e teeter
50 Mend
own choosing,'An-arson said.
52 Puffed -op
The medium security center 54 Arrows
is surrounded by a double
55 Rockfish (pl
fence, but has no guntower.
DOWN
Most of the inmates were
sentenced for auto theft
1 Breakfast food
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NEW SPRING SPECIALS EACH WEEK!!
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Signs.
of spring

* The Most
•
* Complete
**Stock Of Plant
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Yard and
Garden
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Work Programs Are
Cancelled at Center
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1959
.. CHEVRO
nuts good,Tipe
cattle racks,$201
camping stovt
$16.00. Tow be
$30.00. 8"fraile
753-4874.

ATTENTION BUILDERS AND OWNERS!

18 FOOT travel
Traveler). Ca
-contained, sleep
3400 miles. Ha
name. bathrool
three burner sto
Jacks. Call 753,
information.

LAWN FOOD

NEW DISC b
heavy gauge
harrows. See it!
Vinson Tractor

•95

**

•

-f/NR
lavatories. See
Times office,
Street.
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REAL ESTATE POR SALE

REAL Etn'ATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Another View

-44111111110. -4111111101.

elk

Drastically Reduced!

CHECK OUT

Wage macro, S.aoo.va S.of•

Paris, Tenn.

WINDSOR TRIPP HOME at 1301 Sycamore Street. I
Attractive brick, in excellent condition. Owner being
transferred.
Must sell!
$21,500.00.

I

1

DONALD R. TUCKER,
Realtor
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Phone 753-4342

0 1972 try Unded 9091999
99991.909 199

ROOM-SIZE COLONIAL DESIGN OVAL RUGS
Grog
Americana criers' rust
of
room
auscaluneous carpet bars. carefully reinforced ifiteneel sob
4 9190% Tyrbe.
.
40144...
nears duty cotton Vacuum or swop as you rrould any fine rug Rs...n.04100 trot. Ms weer
30 x SC (3 I 51 usuelly 4 99 SALE

3.88

.438-

30

usually 39.99

4000.0.7mtely 102. 138 (9 (2)

KMARK MY WORD, YOUNG MAN,
PHAS

Edna Knight
Pat Mobley,

34S-CoA44146*-49C--AN- F4E-L
IT IN MY BONES."

FOR SALE

fix

I:

1

home phone 753-4910
'
home phone 753-8958j

SERVICES OFFERED

MOBILE FILOME, Excellent buy. PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilaing.
IN CANTERBURY Estates; 3
NOTICE
NOTICE
Al8C Prompt expert service. 15 years
FENCE SALE at Sears. Call GE ELECTRIC stove. Good SINGER SEWING machine with Phone 751-047.
bedroom brick; fully carpeted; 2
Sears for all your fencing needs. condition. Price reasonable: round bobbin. See at 209 Irvan
experience.' Ben W. Dyer,
baths; huge family 'room with
S.
J.
753-4392,
Phone
BletCLE BUILT for two, very Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 247Al7C Street.
Chain link-Redwood and Farm Phone 753-5285.
living room;- utility;
fireplace;
Al5P good condition.Phone 753McClure.
Fences. Now on sale. Expert
/1072.
Apri126C
unique family kitchen with all
Larry
4526.
Call
available.
Al8C
installation
EAR CORN. See or call John C. TAPPAN GAS range, good
built-ins; central heat and air,
Lyles for free estimate,753FURNITURE REFINISHING,
Steele, 753-2875.
A15C condition. May be seen at 1102
garage. Lots of beautiful brick(4/12
thru
4/22)
May 1C
TRIUMPH 650 motorcycles; 1971 all work guaranteed. Free pick
2310.
work in family room, kitchen,
Vine after 4:00 p.m.,753Bonneville, 1970 and 1968 Tiger. up and delivery. Free estimate.
patio, courtyard, and sidewalk.
MOBILE HOME, 12'x50', air 1981.
Al7C Phone 435-4895 after 4:30
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
X-11 Reducing Plan, 42 ecolectrtiicopole.ftdiPhoynefurnished and
Lawn is landscaped. House only 1
A21P -McCoy,753-3045.
April 20C
ets $3.00. Money Back carpeted with widerpenning and FULL SIZE bed with 6 &ewer p.m.
year old. Shown by appointment.
25
Guarantee. Safe-T Discount
A17C
Farmington dresser to match. Dresser has
Call:
753-8603.
and
and
s'riiirror."Gooctas-441-ALLImolum GRAFT -fistans---WILA,-1440W-tawns-now
Aix; 345-2506 or 345-2157.
sAl9Clarge Pare-gla
MUST SEE to appreciate
5-- 11-P- •Mhns°11
new.-Phone753-1385 ITTA C
r
3C
ayte
754-855°Maf
6:00
$175.00. Phone 75
.3-3298. Im
18C summer
Atar'
Beautiful 3 bedroom brick home,
21" TV SET, cabinet model, like PAYMASTER CHECKWRITER
nta moue
Camelot Addition, 2 baths,
new. A bargain. Phone 753-1277 machine, priced reasonable. JOHN DEERE 51.4 H.P. riding
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
FOR SALE
central heat and air, carpeting,
days or 753-5175 nights.
A15C Used less than 10 hours. phone lawn mower. New last August,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Elm Grove Parsonage
built-in stove and dishwasher,
A17C
A15C 4265.00. Phone 753-7832.
753-5426.
4 bedroom, lull batement,
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569,
formal
dininig room, terraced
1971 MEDAL I TON MORIT E
newly
dcctile --heat354-813, or 354-8161 after -6...00
TN! MOST 15 Day Cif AIIIII0
patio,2car garage,large storage
home, 12'x55', located on HighSt.
5th
decorated. 300 S.
p.n,
P;28C
area. Call 753-9556.
pi
way 641 South. Will include air
an
,Call 7534770
conditioner and TV antenna.
UITTOMit
property;
GARDEN PLOWING and
8 a.a1.-5:0S pan.
GOOD INVESTMENT
Ptone 492-8232.
A19P
disung. Also Bushhogging. Call
nearly twolacres in heart of town,
NEW AND used tractor tires. now for appointment. Knight's J-L1GHWAY 641 Pet Shop. Fish ELE:TROLUX SALES & Ser- near 8th and Sycamore and the
MAKE BEATEN down carpet
A18C and supplies, AKC puppies, Tiny vices, Bci 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. hospital. Nice retirement home
Tractor flats repairs. Speedy Shop,753-4035.
nap at doorways bright and fluffy
Toy Poodles, Irish Setter, Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- sight. Buyer gets land, old 9 room
Co
Tractor
Vinson
service.
Lowest Prices...Service After The Sale
again with Blue Lustre. Big K,
TFC home, and remodeling material.
1TC
Cockers, Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles mington,Kentucky.
Phone 751-4892.
FOR ALL your hotne additions North of Murray, Kentucky
Belaire Shopping Center. A15C
A sound buy at $9,850.00. Phone
etc
remodeling,
alterations,
phone 753.1862 or 753-9457. April
Aprill8C
753-7620 or 753-9912.
753AUTOS
SALE
Phone
FOR
Estimates.
Free
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
24C
Paris,
Tennessee
17C
6123.
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Wth
IN LAKEWAY Shores, two.
_GTO,__BLACK,_automatic
ance- tiro-Mirth
9 • room
$135.00paneled
house,
Phone
offer.
transmission. Best
INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
month. Call 753-6202 or 753SAWS
436HOMELITE
Phone
$15,500.00.
basement.
Al7C painting; any size job. All work
753-9581.
3648.
TFC
A25C
5331.
Open at 8:00 a.m.
ROYAL SAFARI portable 1971 BOAT AND trailer, 1972-66
Watdrop
Saw
&
guaranteed. Use first quality
Close 8:00 p.m.
1971 YAMAHA 90 street bike. typewriter with case, script H.P. Johnson motor. Phone 753- 1965 OLDS 88 two door. Power paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
Lock
NEW CABIN on Kentucky Lake
Shop
Boys Haircuts
$.75
Al7C
8263
p.m.
7536:00
Phone
after
print,
$75.00.
new.
like
Todd,7534495,
TFC
A17C
Phone 753-8809.
Lake
Ridge
IP - Center
Young
brakes and steering, factory air,
Mens
$1.00
Al7C
5693.
207 S. 7th
Development. Located on large
Mens
$1.25
hookup. $495.00. Phone
trailer
1971 HOLLY PARK 12'x65'
AKC REGISTERED brown male
wooded lot with lots of privacy.
A17P PAINTING INSIDE and out and
Personal Service Offer
KDINIS SS & XB Restaurant mobile home,unfurnished. Phone 753-3966.
miniatare Poodle. Five months guest
general repair. Phone 435Work
TERMITES.
STOP
Cabin has bath, large comBring your shoes to be
checks, sold at cost, $10.00 days 762-6380, nights: 753-9274.
old. Has had all shots, and
Al9C guaranteed. Free estimate.
bination kitcken-living area,
shined
per case (100 books). Sold in case See at8 Riviera Courts. May 15C TRUCK-1963 Chevrolet 2 ton, 5173.
deworrned. Good with childrc
enclosed front porch, running
Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
and
pick
up....$.35pr
them
lots only. Ledger & Times Office
ton
2
Midwest, hoist. 1967 Ford
A20C
Phone 753-9263.
water, electricity and partially
PAINTER WORK by hour or by or Huntingdon Iermite Co.
Supply,103 North 4th Street. TFwithout bed. Phone Farmington
Hornbuckle's Barber
start
electric
HUFFY
H.P.
8
furnished. Will sell for $2750.00.
contract. Inside and out. Phone Huntingdon,Tennelsee,986NC
A15P
382-2447.
KENTUCKIAN MOBILE home,
Al
riding tractor lawn mower with
Jerry Wallace,753-6824.
Phone 436-2448 for inA18C 5975.
Shop
1966, 10'x52'. Good conclition.
A18P
36 cut. Used one season. Sale
formation.
Ph. 753-3685
Priced reasonable. Phone 435priced $295.00. Phone 753-1686 for FORD RANGER, 1969 model '2
HELP
WANTED
power
HELP
WANTED
Automatic,
A17C
5801 or 435-5305.
TFC ton pickup.
213 Spruce St
appointment.
NICE THREE bedroom brick.
steering, power brakes, air
$2500.00 equity and assume loan,
conditioned, 360 cubic inch •••••••40000000000410900
THREE REGISTERED black
less than 10 years to pay. Phone
NEW PLYMOUTH garden engine. Topper with full door in
23-1/16x35"
TFC
Angus bulls ready for service.
Sheriff's office will be open al! 492-8264.
and Stratton rear. Clean Excellent condition.
Briggs
H.P.
5
'Hers,
Phone James E. Mitchusoh, 43722,
and
15
April
Saturdays,
on
day
.009 Thick
ngine with forward and reverse 38,000 actual miles. Phone 753- .n
4365, next to Brooks Chapel
for the benefit of taxpayers to pay
are perfect 139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 68, 7707.
NOTICE
A15P
Al7P These plates
Methodist Church.
their taxes before the list is ad527phone
Kentucky,
Benton,
roofing
for siding or
vertised for sale. Open daily, ATTENTION: WHITE ColdTFC
9368.
AKC GERMAN Shepherd pupexcept Sundays, from eight a.m. water bank gravel,$6.00 per toad.
placing
for
barns,
TWO door hardtop
FORD
1964
pies, champion bloodlines.
to five p.m. through April 22.Al5C Phone 753-5343 or see Rudell
CAMPER AND long wheel base Galaxie XL 390 four speed. Extra
Wormed and ready to go. Also around bottom of
Bogard 1634 Miller Avenue.
trade for pickup. See
Will
sharp.
conExcellent
$1300.00.
truck,
Poodle clipping arid grooming. mobile homes to keep
Delivered anywhere in
1605 Catalina Drive or phone
at
camper.
built
Factory
dition.
Also summer vacation boarding
Al9C
A15C
Nliirray.
753-9445.
A15C
snow,
753-7765.
and
Phone
wind
the
out
with loving care. Wards Kennels,
er
Puryear, Tennessee, phone 247- and for many other

ng)

10

Special for The Week!
Trousers ,„ot 2/s 00
Skirts
tsr,
I -

r

Sweaters

‘ai

Iflifil/11111116:

36

Central Air Conditioning for Mobile Homes
Jim's Htg, & A/C - 901-642-4589

i5

HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER SHOP

7

ALUMINUM
PLATES

6

WANTED

FULL TIME
SHELF STOCKERS

Al7P

SMALL WORLD
ELECTRONICS
Sales and Service
50 foot Tower, Installed

Apply In Person

Don't gamble
on WORN tires..

1966 OLDSMOBILE LUxury
sedan with air. Top condition and
with
BABY CLOTHES, all kinds,
low mileage. Will trade for lot or
Big Jack'Antenna $149.95
ladies coats, dresses, skirts, etc
land or sell for $950.00. Phone 436CALL 753-2310
A20C•
Also hand painted pictures,
5587.
753-6091
4th
N.
307
dishes, lamps and other items.
for SEARS •xtra-low
i•
Across from Bunny Bread on
68 CORVETTE, Blue with white di
catalog price.
' top. 350 engine 4 speed. Call 753- Ai
2
/
A18C Call at
1968 DODGE TRUCK and 101
Concord Road.
w
Central Shopping Center
camper, fully equipped. Sleeps 6. 5767 $2500.00.
A18P Iv
Ready to go. Phone 753-6840 after
•
. CHEVROLET PICKUP,
1959
A17C 1968 SKYLARK .CUSTOM con-•
5:00p.m.
runs good, rapeed transmission,
4th St
N.
103
vertible, full power, air, stereo
cattle racks,$200,00. Two burner
FM tape. ;1659.00. Phone 753- w•••••••••••••••••••
camping stove, never used,
Murray, Ky.
WHITE TOY Poodle female, AKCatalog Sales Office
Al8C _
$16.00. Tow bar, almost new.
registered, nine months old. 7832.
Shopping Center
Southside
$30.00. 8' Trailer, $75.00. Phone
apJANITOR,
VANTED BODY repair man. WANTED
Murray. K.
Surfaced plow Housebroken, good pet. With
Al5C ADAMS HARD
.753-4874.
5
day,
per
Good salary. 5 paid holidays per proximately four hours
points. Also regular plow points, papers. $75.00. Phone after 5:00
A17 MUST SELL!! 1970 Maverick, year. One week paid vacation days per week, 1:30-5:30 p.m.
p.m. weekdays,753-4155.
18 FOOT travel trailer. (Winston to fit most -plows. Chisel plow
red exterior, black vinyl Interior, after 1st year. Plenty equipment Will consider retired person. 'YARD SALE. Saturday, April 15,
Traveler). Completely self- points, cultivator shovels and
automatic, power steering, to work with. Phone Rudy's_Body Apply in person at Standard 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. New crushed
cut,
32"
mower,
RIDING
H.P.
8
753Co.,
Tractor
Vinson
contained, sleeps six-, used only sweeps.
power VMS,'air C•ondttioning. Shop, 753-1777 days or 753-5175 Textile, Ill East Poplar.
A15C velvet couch, used living room
4
Engine,
Stratton
and
Briggs
ITC
3400 miles. Has Coleman fur- 4892.
suite, Mediterranean occasional
H.P. Electric New tires. Phone 753-7139 or after nights.
8
$329.95.
speed.
A15C
•
shower,
with
naric. bathroom
A21C
6:00-p.m.
753-7736.
tables, odd lamps. Magnavox
HighSales,
Roby
$369.95.
start.
WANTED
babyRESPONSIBLE
12*x65'
three burner stove,spare tire and 1971 HOLLY PAK
stereo TV console. Other
6,Benton. Kentucky. A17C
way
REPRESENTATIVE
for
itter
SALES
summer
weekdays
private
BR.,
two
home,
mobile
further
for
753-3858
Call
jacks.
iteriis. ,, 1711
miscellaneous
preferably
time,
onths.
Phone
full
lady
753-8812
needs
for
skirting,
porch,
Redwood
D.R.
A17C
information.
by new high
Boulevard,
Johnson
Airtrailer.
.
WANT
TO
SMALL
r.1Y
CLEAN
conduct
t
ur.ther
25-40
old
years
information.A15('
anfurnishedk Phone 753-9274 after
Al5C
schrift'
ITC conditioned. Ready to live in.
telephone Survey. P ne ( 502)
NEW DISC blades Ingersoll 11 4:00 p.m.
489Phone
rent.
will
Or
$700.00.
7:00
after
.i54-2895
collect
WANT TO BUY 4ieed bicy(la
heavy gauge to fit all disc
A17C
2595. ,
Flame 767-2655.
TFN(' pin.
harrows. See us before you buy.
FAB-N-TRIM •
Vinson Tractor Co.,753-4892. ITC FOR better cleaning, to keep
314 Main
colors gleaming, use Blue Lustre CREOSOTED POLES and Penta
Mon.-Tues. Only •
..
WMTF.1)
Xj„
WANT 711
BARYALTIEL4
KIAtti..
.RA01-411Acizir-JtealecLA
mitiwto-vienr4-wrigi.46-of Ledger a, Times, please bring a.m.-4:30 p.m. Must furnish own
All 'Sè'iii(Böié
lavatories. See at the'Ildger & shampooer $1. Begley Drug logs for dock flotation. Murray
753-7353
Phone
transportation,
No
Maple
Street.
104
Company,
4th
Lumber
North
103
office,
by
Can„Store,
Shopping
Central
Price
4th
Times office, 103 North
AMC
VW' eta'3:00 p.m,.
Al5C Strtct.
phone calls please.
TPNC ter.
Street.
5502.

uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

-

25' each

Ledger & times

you'll lose every time!

Kroger Store
No Phone Calls

Sears

...More

on Page 8

4

FERGUSON'S
ANTENNA &
TIRE SERVICE
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Phone, Puryear,
247-3213
FACTORY APpROV ED accutron service ;+"' watch and
Furches'
repair.
jewelry
Jewelry, 113 South 4th
Al7C
Street.

STARKS
HARDWARE
Opens 7 a.m.
12th & Poplar -Street
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installatioe. PhOrif 753-7850. TFC

9. 1

41'..•••••

•

.1•19.

Twelve Games Scheduled Today
To Open 1972 Baseball Season
By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
Baseball traditionally starts
its season in a leisurely fashion
-perhivs one gaml, the first
day...afew,more the secoodand
so on. But that wasn't the style
today with a full schedule of 12
games finally getting the
.
strike-delayed season underway.
There were nine day games
and three more at night as the
players, idled two weeks by the
strike, went back to work.
What originally was just another busi Saturday in the
schedule took on added significance with the settlement of
the strike and many games
carried the traditional memo'Mate-that usually accompany
openers.
A total of 86 games were wiped out-by thestrike and the decision not to make any of them
up left teams with schedules
Varying from 153 to 156 games
instead of the usual 162. The division winners will be determined on won-lost percentages'
but with the clubs playing different totals of games, a team
could win a division title on

SATURDAY--APRIL-151-
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league. Del Rice of the California Angels and Ken Aspromonte of the Cleveland Indians
were the new 141.. bosses while
Bill _Virsinn_ with the w_erld
champien Pittsburgh Pirates
and Yogi Berra with the New
York Mets were new at their
posts in the NL.
Berra was named t&rçplace
the late Gil Hodges, who died
suddenly in Florida the day
after the player strike began.
The Met players will wear
black arm bands this season in
memory of their late manager.
Two night games in_Califor-Ma- and- another-in- Houston_

completed today's opening
schedule. In other action,
Texas was at California in the
American League and Atlanta
San.Diego...in the NL. Houston-hosted San Francisco in the
other night game.
Day games sent New York at
Baltimore, Detroit, at Boston,
at Kanses--eity-,- Minnesota at Oakland and Milwaukee at Cleveland in the
American League, with Pittsburgh at New York, Los Angeles at Cincinnati, Philadelphia
at Chicago and Montreal at St.
tziuisinthe--National.

Murray Christian
Services Listtd
The Murray Christian Church
will have its regular services
Sunday with Bible School
classes for all ages at 9:45 a.m.
and worship at 10:45 a.m.
Bro. Clarence Wilkinson and
Bro. J.K. Henshaw will be
serving the communion service.
The minister Will fie sneaking
on the subject "Let's let the
Church be the Church."
The evening service, starting
at 7:00 p.m., will be a time of
GoSpeTlingWit
did-wortilp. A
character of the Bible will be
discussed, according to a
church spokesman.

FOR YOU
FOR RENT

LOST & FOUND

YOU'LL GET A BIG BANG OUT OF IT!
The Phantom is virhially indestructible, but even he needs a
vacation. So, take THE PHANTOM - plus all you? other favorite
features and the latest local news - along with you. Just call us at
753-1916. We'll send the Ledger & Times to your vacation address.
You'll get a big bang out of it!

OST THREE month old
Shepherd puppy, black and white
with red collar. Answers to the
name of Duke. Phone 7536640.

NEATLY FURNISHED" two.
bedroom apartment; carptted.
and air conditioned. May be seen
at Kelly'; Pest Control, located
A17C
100 South 13th_Street.

LOST IN Hazel, brown leather
billfold. Reward for the return of
papers and billfold. Phone 492A15C
,146.P.O.Box 84 Hazel.

MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
Lake, 10 miles from Murray and
Shores.
Two
Panorama
bedrooms, 15'x15' living room,
separate dining room, kitchen.
LOST-THREE year old brown Central electric heat and air
Collie With white blaze-orrnose conditioning, all new applianCeS
and white chest.Name "Tramp". including washer. On private lot.
Very friendly. Phone 753Phone 436-5571. '
A17C
"Jesus Christ-,More Than
3197.
Saperstar" will be the topic for
St.
Leo's
Cooperative
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
the morning message by Rev.
Preschool will hold its Monthly
apartment, close to campus.
Jerrell White at the 10:50 a.m.
GOLDEN POND,Ky.(AP)- meeting on Tuesday, April 18, at
IN MEMORY
Phone 753-6564 for further inservices on Sunday, April 16, at The Tennessee Valley Authority
seven p.m. at Gleason Hall,
formation.
TFC
the Memorial Baptist Church. has asked a federal court to evIn loving memory of our
North 12th Street, Murray.
The
children's
sermon
will be ict the last resident, a 47-yearBy BOB GREEN
36 holes on the tour this season
Dr. Bernard Segal will lead beloved Mother and Grand DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five room
Associated Prow. Golf Writer
40-under-par-on-the Pease- Ore° following the worship old disabled World War II vet- an open discussion on "How We mother, Mrs. Laura B. Martin,
and bath, central heat and air,
1 with tithes- and offerings and eran, from the Land Between
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) - cola Country Club course.
As Parents Can Affect The who passed away 4 years ago, carpet throughout, extra large
"I'll finish," Dave Hill said.
Husky Bob Smith,seeking his Prior to the special music for the Lakes, a national recreation Psychological Well Being Of April 14, 1968. No morning dawns,
master bedroom, range. Days
"But I'm sure not predicting first victory in five years on the morning.
area between Lake Barkley and Our Children". He is an no night returns, that we don't phone 753-3648
or 753-6202 after
Rev.
White
will
be
speaking
any victory.
Kentucky Lake.
the pro tour, was a distant secassociate professor and director think of you with love and so 5:00 p.m.
TFC
"In fact, the way I'm play; mid at 136. He matched par 71 on the subject,"The Herold Life
The TVA legal department of the clinical training at many precious memories. We
ing, I might not even finish. on the 6,679-yard layout despite style,or How Not To Live" with filed a motion March 29 seeking Murray State University.
shall never forget your beauty,
FIFTY ACRES ()fiend for rent
I'm pla ' so bad I might get three bogeys and a double-bo- scripture from Matther 14:1-12, "forthwith" evacuation tiy_ Cleo
1drs.
„president., your _love. aiaLann,c,kbati-wairz-sler-Stirlitiwww-cany.
who, lives urges all members to attend. Thank God yoUr deeds Sad
'of *iiiititRe
Fe the games
Hardin,-354-8589, 354-0138 or 354The laconic Hill,--who went
-Chipper'Jim Colbert was next at the seven p.m. service on mainly in one room of the deprecious memories stay. Father
behind column.
8161 after 6:00 p.m.
Al8C
outto the practice tee "to try with a 70-137, with Jerry Heard Sunday.
near what
home
Griffin
caying
in
Thy
precious
keeping leave we
. Most teams held hurried to find
Sunday School will•be held at was the small town of Model,
a golf swing," continued and Chris Blocker tied at 138.
now our loved one sleeping.
workouts Friday, hoping to to downgrade
BRICK, THREE bedroom, Ainhis performance Heard, winner of the Citrus 9:40 a.m. and Church Training Tenn., near the Kentucky borWith Love Artie Mae and Artie furnished
eliminate whatever kinks that
dwelling,
full
Friday after establishing a Open earlier this year, stormed at six p.m.
der.
Laura.
1TP basement. One mile on Mayfield
might have accumulated while
four-stroke lead midway in the in with a five-under-par 66 and.
The Middle Tennessee district
the players were waiting out
Highway. Phone 753-1299. A18P
8150,000 Monsanto -Open Golf Blocker had i71.
court'clerk's office at Nashville
the strike. Many players
CARD
OF
Tournament.
THANKS
has
motion
not
The group at 139 included
said Friday the
Worked out on their own during
He'sliced three strokes off Charles Coody,the fOrrntir-MsisAVAILABLE MAY - /5th. Two
been acted On,_ but an order
the dispute.
We wish to express our sincere -bedroom apartment, central air
FLORENCE,Ky.( AP)-Kenpar, with a 68 Friday and post- ters king, former PGA titlecould be entered at any time or
Four managers were making ed a 36-hole total of 132-just holders Ray Floyd and Al
tucky Gov. Wendell Ford and appreciation for the many conditioning. Wall to wall carpet.
MILLINGTON, TENN.- a nearing could be held.
, their debuts-two in each one stroke away from the best Geiberger, Kermit Zarley and
his Democratic administration prayers,_ donations, cards, and Best location. Phone 7532,749
last
of
the
the
Griffin
is
Navy Petty Officer Third Class
have
come under fire of former concern extended since our son 4331.
the
living
were
in
'
May IOC
persons
-who
longshot Harry Toscano.
Morris C. Rowlett, husband of
grandson, Charles Rushing,
Nth, a controversial charac- the former bilis
it. area in Mt-when-TVA started governor Louie B. Nunn, cur- and
iiffered severe burns on April '7.
ter who has had numerous sus- Raspberry of Hazel, has to turn the 40-mile-long strip of rently a U.S. Senate candidate.
BEDROOM duplex with
condition of Rushing and also TWO
The
Speaking
at
the
Boone
County of his
pensions for his outspoken pro- completed the Aviation Elec- land into a national recreation
grandfather, Raymond stove, refrigerator, air conLabor
Republican dinner at Booneditioner, W2cher And
ficync_
pattent-at-the-veteranirchtioner„
chlorine originally contained is notincements and once filed A tronics Technielan-Sehool-at - area. -multi-million dollar suit against Memphis.. He is a veteran of the North Aire Country Club Friday
IMISVIIIICICT-TACouple
1714
ExWells
P)
-A° -a barge wedged in the gates
only.
Hospital, Louisville, remains
arm of the Kentucky State the
A15P
McAlpine Dam on the Ohio the PGA and the Tournament
Electronics African and Italin campaigns of night, Nunn said the Ford ad- unchanged as of Friday. May tended. Phone 753-3696.
Aviation
AFL-CIO announced its en- River
World War II, and says he suf- ministration hal failed to keep
was removed Friday Players Division, scored the Technicians maintain radar,
God bless each of you.
- dammed Friday of State Sen. night,
the Army Corps of Engi- last of his eight tour victories radio and other guidance fered a nervous disorder as the 'tininpeign promises made to
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
Mrs. Jacqueline Rushing
Walter "Dee" Huddleston, D- neers
in the 1970 Memphis Open.
said.
systems aboard naval aircraft. result of artillery fire and com- Northern Kentuckians.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond apartment, air conditioned, one
"It's
time
we
let
them
know
Aglisaboaltown,los-6041-4,-sso
Helost
Campbellthe
Glen
chuck Stiumae, -oeireitent cjj
A 1968 graduate of
bat in the war.
block from campus. Couples or
Lewis
ate.
- Griffin refused_ to leave be. that we're sick and.tires of the
-rector of public affairs, said, Los Angeles Open, the first
singles
only. Available May 1st.
-1TNC
Families
And
The executive board of the "The
danger for citizens of the tournament this year, in a play- former
atlii
endanta ttgehnd
8ant
eh°4'1174-a
of the home when TVA ordered him way they are treating Northern
Also opw.-iwo-baciraona-fusaislied
litoturkit_Stalo Cn*Turniltee nu. area Is now over.
Keututty
Ctrn
10f-bne ho. hcnt
'Prehicncr-thaverrty
•
ferules
-3(e, 1°
IrebrusTY, 1
and 15?
Political Education also enFOR SALE 9it TRADE duplex, central heat and air
Northern Kentuckians wilL
Shuman said the "routine op- since then. He insists he still Martin, Tenn., he is scheduled olOd recently he intended to
conditioned, carpeted. Available
dorsed
five Democratic
eration" of disloding the barge isn't playing well and explains to report to Avionics First Tell"'tontinW‘to live_ in the house bite the hand that feeds them,
NOMAD •SELF contained May 12. Phone 753-9135 or 75325'
congressional candidates.
then-they'lllick
the
boot
that
four-stroke
his
lead
this
obway:
TVA
think
didn't
from the dam will begin SunAvionics course at NaV'al ke,- and he
travel trailer and 1966 Olds 98 4478.
TFC
The labor group backed in- da).
kicks theiii around."
"The other guys just haven't Station, Memphis for training. *tett.
cumbent Reps. William H. NatNunn did not make any direct luxury sedan tow car. A complete
A TVA spokesman said this
The barge, with its potential- got my luck."
unit in top condition, all for
cher of the 2nd District, Ro- ly
As to the quality of his play:
week Griffin has rejected all comments about his candidacy
EXTRA NICE furnished one
dangerous cargo, broke loose
Will take land or lots as
$3,900.00.
mano L. Mazzoli of the 3rd Dis"I'd like to go out there
bedroom apartment, air conpleas by TVA and members of for the U.S. Senate. Two other
from a tow that ran aground
Phone
payment.
436part
trict and Carl D. Perkins of the March
ditioned. Part Of utilities furhis family to vacate the proper- U.S. Senate candidates also
19, then it drifted down stoned tomorrow. When you're
A20C
7th District.
spoke at the dinner attended by 5587.
nished. Adjacent to University
the channel and struck in the playing this bad you play better
tY•
Also endorsed were Kenneth cLm
--about-200.-podple-The two ware Av_heiLystur_minciis numb
.feampu&-Next-ter-ilihite --Halt. The
Gamma
Beta
Phi
A. Burkhart, Paducah Pollee
Robert Gable, former state
He chipped close to salvage
$85.00 per month. Couples only.
Court judge, for the 1st District
parks commissioner, and W.
. par from potential trouble on Scholastic Honor Society of
Phone 753-3805.
A19C
Murray State University is
seat, and State Rep. Phillip E. Bank
Howard Clay, former member
the first two holes, missed the
conducting
a
tree
planting
King of Covington for the 6th
PRESTONSBURG,
Ky. green on the fifth but chipped
of the state public service comULTRA MODERN mcibile home,
District. ea
(AP I-An armed man robbed a back to three feet, then made project today, Saturday, April
mission.
13's63', central heat and air, set
15.
Four
types
scripture
of
Matthew
from
seedling
The
trees
bank at Martin in Floyd County his first birdie with a chip to
Nunn's only reference to the
up
on permanent foundation
-CAPE
KENNEDY,
are
Fla.
(
available
AP) campaign
at no cost but
Arrest
Friday, forcing three women two feet on the 12th hole.
was that regardless 27:27-38 will be read by Tommy under shade. $110.00 per month.
donations will be appreciated. - Herz are the facts and figwill
by
Prayers
be
Colson.
led
OWENSBORO; Ky. ( AP)- employes to-tte on the floor
"I couldn't stand playing that
whether Gable, Clay or someWillard Ails and Randy Wright. Includes all utilities, except
The money earned from this ures on the Apollo 16 mission:
Owensboro police are holding a while he emptied the cash good, so I make bogey on the
one else is sent to the U.S. Senelectric: Furnished or partially
Launch
tune:
12:54
p.m.
EST
project
will be used for
16-year-old boy on a charge of drawers.
The six p.m.sermon topic will
next hole," he said. He caught
ate, "you will want a man who
furnished. 753-3855.
A15C
"Almost
Persuadest
be
murder in the April 2 stranThou
A bank employe, Doc Mad- a trap with his approach there, scholarship at Murray State Sunday.
can go up there and make his
Astronauts:
Navy
Capt.
University.
John
For
special
Christian"
with
To
the
Be
delivery
A
Me
gling death o1 Mary Greer dox, who was struck on the but followed with a string of
own decisions."
ONE BEDROOM furnished
of a tree te' your home, phone W. Young, 41, Air Force Lt.
scripture from Acts 26:19-32 to apartment, private building, lots
Owen, 15, of Owensboro.
head by the robber, was three consecutive birds.
Col. Charles M. Duke Jr., 36,
753-2800.
The girl was found strangled treated at a hospital for a lac
be ready by Jerry Howard. of storage, air conditioned, block
Navy fl. Cmdr. Thomas K.
with a belt.
Ronnie McNutt and Dewey from college, $75.00 month,
eration.
Mattingly II, 36. •
Police said a hearing has not
Yates will be leading the available inunediately,753Officials said further checks
Purpose: Man's fifth landing
yet been scheduled for the would be needed to determine
prayers.
Al5P
5074.
on the moon and the first in the
youth, who is being held in the the amount taken from the
Jim Gough will make the
lunar mountains. Young and
juvenile detention facility of the bank, a branch of the First NaSAIGON (Al)- North Viet- announcements and Josiah TRAILER 55'x10',two miles west
Duke are to land near a crater
Daviess County Jait. The youth tional Bank at Prestonsburg.
namese
human wave assaults Darnall will direct the singing. of Murray. Phone 753-1353. A17P
near Descartes and during
was arrested Friday.
Bible study will be held at 9:45
Federal agents, as well as
three driving expeditions are to routed South Vietnamese forces a.m. on. Sunday and Ladies
By MIKE o'BRIEN . . worry about
State Police and the Floyd
from
the
first
to
fire
fall
base
TWO BEDROOM duplex aparttrying to beat Mil- search for evidence of ancient
Fire
Bible Class at 9:30 a.m. on
County Sheriff's office, were inAssociated Pres* Writer
waukee by stopping him cOld, volcanoes and other lunar se- in the central highlands today
ment, furnished or unfurnished. .
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-A vestigating
MILWAUKEE (AP)- The because it's
the robbery.
and enemy tanks again blasted Tiiesday.
Also two bedroom trailer, rent
an impossible crets.
fire early Friday extensively
Los Angeles Lakers, their pres- feat."
their way into An Loc.
Bro. "Roy Beasley has chosen reasonable. Phone 489-25damaged the Porky Pig House,
Time
on
the
'moon:
A
record
tige tarnished and confidence
The Viet Cong: attacked Sai- the topic,"Seven Sayings From 95.
The teams swapped leads 28 73 hours, including 21 hours
Al7C
where John Y. Brown Jr. startshaken just six days before, times,
tillhOOS
with the Bucks up by as outside the landing craft. Dur- gon and Da Nang with rockets The Crosa," for his sermon for
ed his fried-Chicken empire.
MT. STERLIN, Ky. (AP)- suddenly have the Milwaukee
many as four in the fourth _ ing that time Mattingly con- and mortars, killing at least 51 the 10:40 a.m. services at the BUILDING FOR automotive
The owners, Mr. and Mrs. Funeral services will be held Bucks' National
Basketball As- quarter.
Their last lead was ducts extensive scientific and 'Vietnamese and wounding more Seventh and Poplar Church of business. Air compressor furJoe Barbatis, had no imme- this weekend for Terry Wayne Sociation crown in
serious jeop- 101-100 with 2:22
nished. Phone_753-3018.
A15C
Christ on Sunday. April 16.
left on a bas- photographic tasks in lunar or- than 48.
diate estimate of the damage Willoughby, 15, who was killed ardy.
Twenty American aircraft
clOne by.the,.three-.alittut blase. _ when struck by lightning Thurs.- - The bakers, just a basket or- ket by Lucius Allen,
?URN!SHED- b. b ICIE NCY
were damaged in the attacks
But-then Goearich reboincd- Spacecraft names: The
In 1963, Brown, along with day while working in an open, two from - becoming
comknockout a missed shot by
apartment, near University. Air
Oscar Rob- mand ship is Casper,' named on South Vietnam's two largest
Barbatis, started in the restau- field.
victims for most of the fourth ertson
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